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Restricting Supercuspidal Representations via a
Restriction of Data
Adèle Bourgeois
Abstract
Let F be a non-archimedean local field of residual characteristic p. Let G be a
reductive group defined over F which splits over a tamely ramified extension and set
G “ GpF q. We assume that p does not divide the order of the Weyl group of G. Given
a closed connected F -subgroup H that contains the derived subgroup of G, we study
the restriction to H of an irreducible supercuspidal representation pi “ piGpΨq of G,
where Ψ is a G-datum as per the J.K.Yu Construction. We provide a full description
of pi|H into irreducible components, with multiplicity, via a restriction of data which
constructs H-data from Ψ. Analogously, we define a restriction of Kim-Yu types to
study the restriction of irreducible representations of G which are not supercuspidal.
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1 Introduction
One of the fundamental questions of representation theory is to study how a completely
reducible representation decomposes into irreducible subrepresentations (or components), and
to what multiplicity these components appear. In particular, given a (connected) reductive
group G defined over a non-archimedean local field F of residual characteristic p, we are
interested in this paper to study the restriction of an irreducible (smooth) representation π
of G “ GpF q to a particular type of subgroup H . This subgroup H is such that it is the
F -points of a closed connected F -subgroup H of G which contains the derived subgroup,
Gder, of G. The restriction π|H is known to be completely reducible and to decompose into
finitely many components [Tad92, Lemma 2.1].
Similar types of restrictions have been studied in the past. Indeed, one of the motivations
for this paper comes from [AP06, Conjecture 2.6], in which Adler and Prasad conjectured that
multiplicity one holds for the restriction of irreducible admissible representations of G to H
in the case where H is quasi-split and G and H are not necessarily connected. This conjecture
was successfully proven for various pairs (G,H), such as pGLpnq, SLpnqq [AP06, Theorem 1.3],
pGOpnq,Opnqq and pGSpp2nq, Spp2nqq [AP06, Theorem 1.4], pGUpnq,Upnqq [AP19, Theorem
9] and pGSOpnq, SOpnqq [GT19]. Adler and Prasad actually discovered their conjecture to
be false by finding a counterexample of a depth-zero supercuspidal representation of GUpnq
whose restriction to SUpnq restricts with multiplicity two [AP19, Theorem 10]. They discuss
in [AP19, Remark 11] that the failure of the multiplicity one result is likely due to the fact
that the components of the restriction are not regular in the sense of [Kal19].
In this paper, we pursue this question of restriction and focus particularly on the
case where π is an irreducible supercuspidal representation. This is because Jacquet’s
subrepresentation theorem tells us that such representations are the building blocks for
the representation theory of p-adic groups such as G, and also because we know precisely
how the irreducible supercuspidal representations are constructed. Notably, an exhaustive
construction for the ones of depth zero was described by Moy and Prasad in [MP96], and
a construction for irreducible supercuspidal representations of arbitrary depth was later
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described by Yu [Yu01], referred to as the J.K. Yu Construction, which builds on the work
done by Adler [Adl98]. To apply such constructions, we assume that G splits over a tamely
ramified extension E of F . We also assume that p does not divide the order of W , the
Weyl group of G, so that all irreducible supercuspidal representations of G are obtained from
the J.K. Yu Construction [Fin18, Theorem 8.1], a refinement of Kim’s earlier exhaustion
result [Kim07]. Note that for all irreducible root systems, one can explicitly calculate |W |
as illustrated in [Fin18, Table 1], and see that the imposed condition on p is not extremely
restrictive. When p ∤ |W |, we have that p is neither a bad nor torsion prime [Fin18, Lemma
2.2]. It also implies that p does not divide the order of the fundamental group of Gder [Kal19,
Section 3.7.4], and therefore hypothesis CpGq from [HM08] (and the weaker hypothesis CpGqw
from [Mur11]) holds [Kal19, Lemma 3.5.2].
The J.K. Yu Construction starts from a G-datum Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq and produces an
irreducible supercuspidal representation πGpΨq of G. The components of πGpΨq|H are
irreducible supercuspidal representations of H , which means they are constructed from
H-data via the exhaustion. As such, our strategy is to describe the components of πGpΨq|H
via the data. More specifically, we look at how the H-data associated to the components of
πGpΨq|H are related to the initial G-datum Ψ. In [Nev15], Nevins described the relationship
between the H-data and Ψ in the very specific case where H “ Gder and Ψ is a toral datum of
length one. The results that we present in this paper significantly generalize those of [Nev15].
The first main result that we present (Theorem 4.1) is showing that there is a very natural
restriction process that we can apply to Ψ in order to construct a family of H-data, RespΨq.
We also verify that this restriction of data is compatible with Hakim and Murnaghan’s notion
of equivalence of data from [HM08]. We then show that the steps of the J.K. Yu Construction
essentially commute with restriction (Theorem 5.5, Proposition 5.6), allowing us to explicitly
compute πGpΨq|H in Theorem 5.8. Indeed, given a set of representatives C of HzG{K, where
K is the inducing subgroup from the J.K. Yu Construction, we show that the supercuspidal
representations constructed from tt RespΨq : t P Cu exhaust all the components of πGpΨq|H .
Conversely, one can also extend an H-datum ΨH to a family of G-data (Theorem 4.10)
and use Frobenius Reciprocity to obtain a description of the components of c-IndGH πHpΨHq
(Theorem 5.9).
Because we are able to obtain such a precise description of πGpΨq|H , we can then study
the multiplicity of each component. It turns out that the multiplicity in πGpΨq|H is solely
determined by ρ, the depth-zero piece of the datum Ψ (Theorem 6.1). Indeed, ρ is an
irreducible representation of G0rys, where G
0 is the first twisted Levi subgroup of the sequence
~G, which induces to a depth-zero supercuspidal representation of G0. The multiplicity in
ρ|H0
rys
, where H0 “ G0 X H , is what determines the multiplicity in πGpΨq|H . In particular,
πGpΨq|H is multiplicity free if and only if ρ|H0
rys
is multiplicity free. Furthermore, each
component of πGpΨq|H appears with the same multiplicity, and this multiplicity is calculated
explicitly in Proposition 6.6 and is expressed in terms of the dimensions of ρ and one of the
components of ρ|H0
rys
.
Even though we are able to write a formula for the multiplicity, it can still be difficult
to compute in practice. We consider the special case where the representation ρ induces to
a depth-zero supercuspidal representation which is regular in the sense of [Kal19]. In this
case, we have a very specific description for ρ which allows us to study the restriction ρ|H0
rys
in great detail and obtain the conditions for a multiplicity free restriction in Corollary 7.7
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which confirms Adler and Prasad’s observations that some notion of regularity is required.
We obtain as a corollary (Corollary 7.8) a multiplicity free result for the restriction of a
regular depth-zero supercuspidal representation, which is also shown by Adler and Mishra in
a recent pre-print [AM19, Theorem 5.3] using a different approach.
Finally, for the irreducible representation π of G which is non-supercuspidal, we approach
the problem of restricting π to H from the perspective of types. With our underlying
assumption on p, such a representation contains a Kim-Yu type [Fin18, Theorem 7.12], which
is a refinement of Kim and Yu’s exhaustion result [KY17, Theorem 9.1]. Given that the
construction of a Kim-Yu type is completely analogous to Yu’s construction of supercuspidal
representations [KY17], we show in Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 that our methods for restricting
the G-datum Ψ and πGpΨq can be applied in this context, resulting in a restriction of types.
In turn, this restriction of types provides us with information on π|H .
The condition that p ∤ |W | not only provides an exhaustion of the J.K. Yu Construction
and Kim-Yu types, it also allows for some simplifications when proving the main results
of this paper. In particular, in the definition of genericity for characters (Definition 3.2),
one can omit what Yu refers to as condition GE2) [Yu01, Lemma 8.1]. Furthermore, the
imposed condition on p implies that we were able to use results that require hypothesis CpGq
from [HM08] (or the weaker hypothesis CpGqw from [Mur11]). When there is no underlying
assumption on p, one needs to take into account this condition GE2) and can follow Kaletha’s
strategy from [Kal19, Section 3.5] of using z-extensions to bypass hypotheses CpGq and CpGqw
whenever they are necessary. As a consequence, Theorems 4.1, 5.8, 6.1, 8.3 and 8.4 all hold
without any underlying assumption on p. This means that whenever π is a supercuspidal
representation of G obtained from the J.K. Yu Construction, all components of π|H also arise
from the J.K. Yu Construction. One could then wonder whether or not it is possible for
some components of π|H to be obtained via the J.K. Yu Construction when π is not, and
ask in what sense do the irreducible supercuspidal representations obtained from the J.K. Yu
Construction form a closed class of representations. We do not answer the previous question
in this paper, but rather leave it as an open problem.
This paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, we start by establishing the relevant notation
with regards to the structure theory of G, and show how that structure theory relates to that
of H in a very natural way. In Section 3, we review the definition of a G-datum as well
as the steps of the J.K. Yu Construction. Section 4 is fully dedicated to our restriction
process of data, whereas Section 5 computes the restriction of πGpΨq. Results related to the
multiplicity in πGpΨq|H are presented in Section 6, and Section 7 looks at the example when
ρ induces to a regular depth-zero supercuspidal representation. Results in this last section
are complemented by the Appendix, which presents properties of Deligne-Lusztig cuspidal
representations. Finally, we discuss the restriction of non-supercuspidal representations via
a restriction of types in Section 8. This paper contains the main results of my doctoral thesis
[Bou20]1 and have been tailored to the more expert audience.
1The thesis is still pending oral defence, and will be made available on the University of Ottawa library
website shortly.
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2 Notation and Structure Theory
We begin this section by recalling all the relevant structure theory and notation for G that is
required for the construction of supercuspidal representations. We then establish important
relations between the structure theory of G and that of H , which will be crucial for the
various types of restrictions we will be considering in this paper.
2.1 Structure Theory of G
Given the non-archimedean local field F , we denote by valp¨q its valuation which maps into
Z, OF its ring of integers, pF the unique maximal ideal of OF and f its residue field of prime
characteristic p. Let F un be a maximal unramified extension of F . It is well know that the
residue field of F un is an algebraic closure of f, so we denote it by f.
Unless otherwise specified, G always denotes a (connected) reductive group which is
defined over F , and we set G “ GpF q and Gder “ rG,Gs. We assume that G splits over
a tamely ramified extension E of F . We also set g to be the Lie algebra of G and g “ gpF q.
Given a maximal F -split torus T of G, we denote the corresponding affine apartment and
reduced affine apartment of G by ApG,T, F q and AredpG,T, F q, respectively. We recall that
AredpG,T, F q “ ApGder,TXGder, F q and ApG,T, F q “ AredpG,T, F qˆ pX˚pZpGq, F qbZ Rq,
where ZpGq denotes the center of G. The Bruhat-Tits building and reduced building of G
are denoted by BpG, F q and BredpG, F q, respectively. Similarly to the apartment, we have
that BredpG, F q “ BpGder, F q and BpG, F q “ BredpG, F q ˆ pX˚pZpGq, F q bZ Rq.
For each x P BpG, F q, r ą 0, Gx,r denotes the Moy-Prasad filtration subgroup of the
parahoric subgroup Gx,0. We also set Gx,r` “
Ť
tąr
Gx,t. We use colons to abbreviate quotients,
that is Gx,r:t “ Gx,r{Gx,t for t ą r. We have analogous filtrations of OF -submodules at the
level of the Lie algebra.
Lemma 2.1. Given x P BpG, F q, let rxs ..“ tx ` z : z P X˚pZpGq, F q bZ Ru. Then for all
y P rxs, r ě 0, we have Gx,r “ Gy,r.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the Moy-Prasad filtration subgroups at x are
determined by how roots evaluate on x, and that roots evaluate trivially on ZpGq [Hum75,
Corollary 26.2B].
Note that the set rxs from the previous lemma is viewed as a point of the reduced building
BredpG, F q when viewing BredpG, F q as a quotient of BpG, F q.
For all r ą 0, the quotient Gx,r:r` is an abelian group and is isomorphic to its Lie algebra
analog gx,r:r`. Adler constructs an isomorphism e : gx,r:r` Ñ Gx,r:r` in [Adl98, Section
1.5] with a theory of mock exponential maps. This isomorphism is used in the J.K. Yu
Construction.
The quotient Gx,0:0` is also very important, as it results in the f-points of a reductive
group. We shall denote this group by Gx and refer to it as the reductive quotient of G at x.
In other words, Gx is the reductive group such that Gxpfq “ Gx,0:0`.
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2.2 Structure Theory of H in Relation to G
From this point forward, H denotes a closed connected F -subgroup of G which contains Gder.
Not only is this choice partly motivated by the earlier conjecture [AP06, Conjecture 2.6], it
implies that H is a normal subgroup of G and that rH,Hs “ Gder. It also means that all the
important subgroups of G and H necessary for studying representations are related in the
most natural way, via intersection. The same follows for the important subgroups of G and
H .
Theorem 2.2. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then T X H is a maximal torus of H.
Furthermore, every maximal torus of H is of the form TXH for some unique maximal torus
T of G.
Proof. Because T is a torus, T » Gnm » Dpn,Gmq for some n ą 0, where Dpn,Gmq denotes
the group of invertible nˆn diagonal matrices with entries in Gm. The properties of H then
imply that T X H is isomorphic to a closed and connected subgroup of Dpn,Gmq, therefore
making it a torus [Hum75, Theorem 16.2]. Now, given a maximal torus S of H, the conjugacy
of maximal tori of G implies that S Ă gT for some g P G. By maximality of S, and by what
precedes, it then follows that S “ gTXH. Normality of H then guarantees that gT X H
is a maximal torus of H for all g P G. Furthermore, one can use the normality of H and
the central isogeny G “ ZpGq˝Gder to show that gT is the unique maximal torus of G that
satisfies S “ gTXH.
Let T be a maximal torus of G which is E-split and set TH “ T X H. Because G is
reductive, we have a corresponding root system Φ “ ΦpG,Tq and a presentation in terms
of generators G “ xT,Uα : α P Φy, where Uα, α P Φ, are the associated root subgroups
[Hum75, Theorem 26.3]. As G is split over E, this presentation is preserved at the level of
E-points. Because T normalizes the root subgroups, one can show that Gder “ xUα : α P Φy.
As a consequence, we have two ways of writing G into a product, G “ ZpGq˝Gder and
G “ TGder “ TH.
One can verify that α|TH P ΦpH,THq for all α P ΦpG,Tq and that ΦpH,THq and ΦpG,Tq
can be identified as root systems. Therefore, the root subgroups Uα of G with respect to T
are also root subgroups of H with respect to TH, so that H “ xTH,Uα : α P Φy. It is then
easy to see that G and H have the same Weyl groups, and we establish relationships between
the Levi and parabolic subgroups of G with those of H as per the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let M be a Levi subgroup of G and P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Then
M XH is a Levi subgroup of H and P XH is a parabolic subgroup of H. Furthermore, every
Levi and parabolic subgroup of H arises uniquely this way.
Proof. Without loss of generality, one can assume that M and P are standard Levi and
parabolic subgroups of G, meaning that they are generated by a maximal torus T and some
of the root subgroups Uα, α P Φ “ ΦpG,Tq. Because T normalizes the root subgroups, it is
easy to see that MXH and PXH are generated by the maximal torus TH “ TXH and root
subgroups Uα, meaning that they are standard Levi and parabolic subgroups of H. That all
Levi and parabolic subgroups of H arise uniquely this way follows from the uniqueness of T
given TH given by Theorem 2.2.
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As a consequence of this last theorem, we obtain that the restriction to H of a
supercuspidal representation of G is again supercuspidal, as the unipotent subgroups of their
parabolic subgroups coincide.
The argument from Theorem 2.3 can be used for other types of subgroups which are
generated by a maximal torus and root subgroups. For instance, given a semisimple element
s P H, the previous argument can be applied on the description provided for CGpsq˝ in [Car93,
Theorem 3.5.3] to deduce CGpsq˝ X H “ CHpsq˝. We may also apply this type of argument
to show that Hx,r “ Gx,r XH for all r ě 0.
Remark 2.4. Because rH,Hs “ Gder, given a maximal F -split torus T of G, we have
that AredpG,T, F q “ AredpH,TH, F q, where TH “ T X H, and B
redpG, F q “ BredpH, F q.
We then have a natural embedding ApH,TH, F q ãÑ ApG,T, F q via the inclusion
X˚pZpHq, F q Ă X˚pZpGq, F q. So, given a point x P ApG,T, F q, one can write things like
Hx,r and Hx,r`, r ě 0, without loss of generality by Lemma 2.1.
As a consequence of having Hx,r “ Gx,r X H for all r ě 0, it follows from the second
isomorphism theorem that Hx,r:r` » Hx,rGx,r`{Gx,r`, where this isomorphism maps hHx,r`
to hGx,r` for all h P Hx,r. As a result, we obtain the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let eH : hx,r:r` Ñ Hx,r:r` be Adler’s isomorphism from [Adl98, Section 1.5].
Then we may view eH as the restriction to hx,r of e and we write e|hx,r “ eH .
Proof. First note that the map e can be viewed as a map gx,r Ñ Gx,r:r` with kernel gx,r`.
One simply needs to follow the steps of Adler’s construction of e in [Adl98, Section 1.5],
which Hakim summarized into a diagram in [Hak18, Section 3.4], and take restrictions to the
corresponding subgroups of h and H . This will map hx,r into Hx,rGx,r`{Gx,r` .
Letting ι be the isomorphism from Hx,r:r` to Hx,rGx,r`{Gx,r` , we obtain e|hx,r “ ι ˝eH ,
which we write symbolically as e|hx,r “ eH .
Lemma 2.6. Let Hx denote the reductive quotient of H at x. Then we may view Hx as a
subgroup of Gx that contains rGx,Gxs.
Proof. We identify the reductive groups with their f-points. By what precedes above, we
have that Hxpfq » HpF unqx,0GpF unqx,0`{GpF unqx,0` Ă Gxpfq.
Furthermore,
rGxpfq,Gxpfqs “ rGpF
unqx,0,GpF
unqx,0sGpF
unqx,0`{GpF
unqx,0`.
The subgroup rGpF unqx,0,GpF unqx,0s is contained in both GpF unqx,0 and
GderpF
unq Ă HpF unq. Therefore, rGpF unqx,0,GpF unqx,0s Ă HpF unqx,0, and
rGxpfq,Gxpfqs Ă HpF
unqx,0GpF
unqx,0`{GpF
unqx,0` » Hxpfq.
3 Constructing Supercuspidal Representations
In this section, we provide a summary of the J.K. Yu Construction, starting from the
definition of a G-datum Ψ, and describing the steps that need to be followed in order to
construct the irreducible supercuspidal representation πGpΨq. We also recall Hakim and
Murnaghan’s notion of G-equivalence for Ψ, which determines the equivalence class of πGpΨq.
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3.1 The Datum
The datum for constructing supercuspidal representations is composed of five elements, each
satisfying interrelated conditions [Yu01, HM08]. We begin by stating these conditions as
axioms and will expand on some of the more technical axioms after the statement of the
definition.
Definition 3.1. A sequence Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq is a (generic cuspidal) G-datum if and only
if:
D1) ~G is a tamely ramified twisted Levi sequence ~G “ pG0,G1, . . . ,Gdq in G, where Gd “ G
and such that ZpG0q{ZpGq is F -anisotropic;
D2) y is a point in BpG, F q XApG,T, Eq, where T is a maximal torus of G0 (and maximal
in all Gi), and E is a Galois tamely ramified splitting field of T (hence of ~G);
D3) ~r “ pr0, r1, . . . , rdq is a sequence of real numbers satisfying 0 ă r0 ă r1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rd´1 ď rd
if d ą 0, 0 ď r0 if d “ 0;
D4) ρ is an irreducible representation of K0 “ G0rys such that ρ|G0
y,0`
is 1-isotypic and
c-IndG
0
K0 ρ is irreducible supercuspidal;
D5) ~φ “ pφ0, φ1, . . . , φdq is a sequence of quasicharacters, where φi is a Gi`1-generic
character of Gi (relative to y) of depth ri for 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. If rd´1 ă rd, we assume
φd is of depth rd, otherwise φ
d “ 1.
Axioms D2 and D4 are related to Moy and Prasad’s construction of depth-zero
supercuspidal representations [MP96, Theorem 6.8]. The point y is not arbitrary, and is
such that rys is a vertex of BredpG0, F q so that G0y,0 is a maximal parahoric subgroup of
G0. Furthermore, K0 “ NG0pG0y,0q [Yu01, Lemma 3.3]. Because ρ induces to a depth-zero
supercuspidal representation, this also means that ρ|G0y,0 contains the pullback of a cuspidal
representation of G0
y,0:0`
. Having a depth-zero supercuspidal representation embedded in the
datum means that the J.K. Yu Construction builds on Moy and Prasad’s construction, and
contains it as a special case.
Axioms D3 and D5 are clearly intertwined. In fact, because ~r is implicit in ~φ, one can
omit it from the datum and simply use a 4-tuple Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq. The notion of genericity is
quite technical, and in order to define it, we introduce the notation from [HM08, Section 3.1].
Let t “ LiepTq and t “ tpF q. For all 0 ď i ď d´1 let zi denote the center of gi “ LiepGiq, and
zi,˚ its dual. We set zi “ zipF q and zi,˚ “ zi,˚pF q. We also have ziri “ z
iX tri and z
i
r`i
“ ziX tr`i
and define
z
i,˚
´ri “ tX
˚ P zi,˚ : X˚pY q P pF for all Y P z
i
r`i
u.
We also fix a character ψ of F which is nontrivial on OF and trivial on pF . Given a P ΦpG,Tq
we let Ha “ daˇp1q, where aˇ is the corresponding coroot. Given our underlying assumption on
p, [Yu01, Lemma 8.1] implies that we can simplify the definition of genericity from [HM08,
Definition 3.9] to the following.
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Definition 3.2. Set 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. A quasicharacter χ of Gi is Gi`1-generic of depth ri
(relative to y) if and only if χ|Gi
y,r
`
i
“ 1 and there exists an element X˚ P zi,˚´ri, satisfying
valpX˚pHaqq “ ´ri for all a P ΦpG
i`1,TqzΦpGi,Tq, such that X˚ realizes the restriction of
χ to Giy,ri. That is, χpepY ` g
i
y,r`i
qq “ ψpX˚pY qq for all Y P giy,ri, where e : g
i
y,ri:r
`
i
Ñ Gi
y,ri:r
`
i
is Adler’s isomorphism from [Adl98, Section 1.5].
Remark 3.3. In [HM08, Definition 3.9], it explicitly mentions χ|Giy,ri ‰ 1 as a required
condition for genericity. However, this is actually a consequence of having χ|Giy,ri realized by
an element X˚ P zi,˚´ri as per Definition 3.2.
Remark 3.4. Under our assumption on p, a character χ of Gi is Gi`1-generic relative to y
if and only if it is Gi`1-generic relative to x for all x P BpGi, F q [Mur11, Lemma 4.7].
One interpretation we can give to the notion of genericity comes from [Mur11, Remark
6.4] and is the following. If χi is a quasicharacter of Gi which is Gi`1-generic of depth ri,
this means that χi|Giy,ri is not the restriction to G
i
y,ri
of a quasicharacter of a twisted Levi
subgroup 9G of Gi`1 such that Gi Ă 9G. So in a sense, genericity means that we cannot obtain
the restriction to Giy,ri from a bigger twisted Levi subgroup.
3.2 Constructing πGpΨq
From the G-datum Ψ, Yu constructs an open compact-mod-center subgroup Ki of Gi for
all 0 ď i ď d. After setting K0 “ G0rys, one can define K
i`1 ..“ K0G1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨G
i`1
y,si
for all
0 ď i ď d ´ 1, where si “ ri{2. Using pρ, ~φq, Yu constructs an irreducible representation,
κGpΨq, of Kd such that πGpΨq ..“ c-Ind
G
Kd κGpΨq is irreducible supercuspidal of depth rd. We
summarize the construction of κGpΨq into three steps.
Step 1 (extension): We view φi as a character of Ki by restriction. As a first step, Yu
extends the character φi to a (possibly higher-dimensional) representation φi1 of Ki`1 for all
0 ď i ď d´ 1. This extension is nontrivial and requires the theory of Heisenberg groups and
Weil representations in most cases. To extend the character φi to a representation of Ki`1,
Yu introduces subgroups of GpEq, which are denoted J i`1pEq and J i`1` pEq, and are defined
as follows:
J i`1pEq “ xTpEqri,UapEqy,ri,UbpEqy,si : a P ΦpG
i,Tq, b P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tqy,
J i`1` pEq “ xTpEqri,UapEqy,ri,UbpEqy,s`i : a P ΦpG
i,Tq, b P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tqy,
where the subgroup UαpEqy,r denotes a filtration subgroup of UαpEq.
We write J i`1 and J i`1` for J
i`1pEqXGi`1 and J i`1` pEqXG
i`1, respectively. Yu also used
the notation pGipEq,Gi`1pEqqy,pri,siq for J
i`1pEq, and pGi, Gi`1qy,pri,siq for J
i`1. Similarly,
J i`1` “ pG
i, Gi`1qy,pri,s`i q. We have that K
i`1 “ KiJ i`1 “ KiGi`1y,si for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1
[HM08, Section 3.1].
Given the previous group descriptions, in order to extend the character φi of Ki to Ki`1,
we must find a way to extend it over J i`1, or Gi`1y,si. Yu explains how to extend φ
i to a
character pφi of KiGi`1
y,s`i
in [Yu01, Section 4]. Indeed, pφi is the (unique) character of KiGi`1
y,s`i
9
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that agrees with φi on Ki and is trivial on pGi, Gi`1qy,pr`i ,s`i q [HM08, Section 3.1]. This
extension is simple because si is chosen specifically so that it is the smallest number which
makes Gi
y,s`i :r
`
i
and Gi`1
y,s`i :r
`
i
abelian, making it easy to extend φi|Gi
y,s
`
i
over Gi`1
y,s`i
.
This extends φi to a character of KiGi`1
y,s`i
“ KiJ i`1` , but we need to extend it further to
Ki`1 “ KiJ i`1. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: When J i`1 “ J i`1` , we have obtained the desired extension to K
i`1, which is
defined by φi1pkjq “ φipkqpφipjq for all k P Ki, j P J i`1.
Case 2: When J i`1 ‰ J i`1` , we cannot simply extend the quasicharacter φ
i to be a
quasicharacter of KiGi`1y,si “ K
iJ i`1. This is because genericity (further) implies that φi|Giy,si
cannot be extended to a character of Gi`1y,si. We must then construct a higher dimensional
representation. Yu does this using the theory of Heisenberg groups and Weil representations.
The theory of Heisenberg groups and Weil representations is extensively discussed in [Yu01,
HM08, Nev15].
To summarize briefly, Yu shows that the quotient W i “ J i`1{J i`1` is a symplectic vector
space. Let ξi “ pφi|Ji`1` and set N i “ kerpξiq. The quotient Hi “ J i`1{N i is a Heisenberg
p-group with center Z i “ J i`1` {N
i and such that Hi{Z i » W i. Furthermore, Hi » W i b Z i,
where W i b Z i denotes couples pw, zq, w P W i, z P Z i under a specific multiplication rule.
Since Giy,ri Ă J
i`1
` and φ
i is of depth ri, this means that ξi is a nontrivial central character.
The version of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem as stated in [McN12, Theorem 3] says that,
up to isomorphism, there is a unique irreducible representation ηξi of Hi having ξi as its
central character.
Now, let SppW iq denote the symplectic group of W i and set SppHiq to be the set of
automorphisms ofHi that act trivially on Z i. The group SppW iq can be viewed as a subgroup
of SppHiq asHi »W ibZ i. Given the representation ηξi ofHi above, the Stone-von Neumann
Theorem tells us that gηξi » ηξi for all g P SppW iq since gηξi and ηξi both have ξi as their
central character. So, for all g P SppW iq, there exists an intertwining map wpgq which
intertwines gηξi and ηξi.
It turns out that the maps wpgq, g P SppW iq, can be chosen compatibly to make a
representation of SppW iq, which is called the Weil representation. This means that the
representation ηξi can be naturally extended to a representation xηξi of SppW iq ˙Hi, where
w “ xηξi|SppW iq and ηξi “ xηξi|Hi .
The representation xηξi is called the Heisenberg-Weil lift of ηξi . When p ‰ 3 and
dimW i ą 2, the Heisenberg-Weil lift is unique. When p “ 3 and dimW i “ 2, three lifts
are possible, but Hakim and Murnaghan single out one of them as being the optimal choice
[HM08, Definition 2.17].
Using the action by conjugation of Ki on J i`1, one can think of Ki as a subgroup of
SppW iq Ă SppHiq up to homomorphism. Hence, composing this homomorphism with the
Heisenberg-Weil lift obtained from the central character ξi, we obtain a new representation
ωi of Ki ˙Hi.
The representation φi1 is then defined as φi1pkjq “ φipkqωipk, jN iq for all k P Ki, j P J i`1.
Note that φi1 is no longer a character in this case, but rather a representation whose dimension
is related to the size of the quotient J i`1{J i`1` .
Step 2 (inflation): For the second step, the representations φi1, 0 ď i ď d ´ 2, are
extended further to representations of Kd by a process called inflation. The resulting
10
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representations are denoted by κi, 0 ď i ď d ´ 2. Given that Kd “ Ki`1J i`2 . . . Jd,
every element of Kd is of the form kj for some k P Ki`1, j P J i`2 ¨ ¨ ¨Jd. For all
k P Ki`1, j P J i`2 ¨ ¨ ¨Jd, we define κipkjq ..“ φi1pkq [HM08, Section 3.4]. We may also
use the notation infK
d
Ki`1 φ
i1 for κi. Note that the representation φi1 can be inflated to any
Kj , j ą i` 1.
For consistency of notation, we let κd´1 “ φd´1
1
and κd “ φd. The representation ρ can
also be inflated to Kd, and we denote its inflation by κ´1, treating ρ as the element of index
´1 in the sequence pρ, ~φq.
Step 3 (multiplication): After we have inflated all the extensions to Kd, we set
κGpΨq “ κ
´1 b κ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b κd. Figure 1 below summarizes the construction of κGpΨq.
pφ0, K0q ¨ ¨ ¨
`
φd´2, Kd´2
˘ `
φd´1, Kd´1
˘ `
φd, Kd
˘
pρ,K0q
`
φ0
1
, K1
˘
¨ ¨ ¨
´
φd´2
1
, Kd´1
¯ ´
φd´1
1
, Kd
¯ ´
φd
1
, Kd
¯
`
κ´1, Kd
˘ `
κ0, Kd
˘
¨ ¨ ¨
`
κd´2, Kd
˘ `
κd´1, Kd
˘ `
κd, Kd
˘
extend extend extend =
inflate inflate inflate = =
κGpΨq “ κ
´1 b κ0 b κ1 b κ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ b κd´2 b κd´1 b κd
Figure 1: Summary for the construction of κGpΨq in the J.K. Yu Construction.
Remark 3.5. From the G-datum Ψ, Yu’s construction allows us to recursively obtain a
supercuspidal representation πi of Gi of depth ri for each 0 ď i ď d.
When Ψ “ pG, y, ρ, 1q, we see that κGpΨq “ ρ and therefore πGpΨq “ c-Ind
G
Grys
ρ is a
depth-zero supercuspidal representation [MP96, Theorem 6.8].
3.3 Equivalence Classes
It is possible for different G-data to produce the same supercuspidal representation, that is
Ψ ‰ 9Ψ and πGpΨq » πGp 9Ψq. Hakim and Murnaghan showed in [HM08] that the equivalence
class of the representation πGpΨq depends on what they call the G-equivalence class of Ψ.
To define the notion of G-equivalence for data, Hakim and Murnaghan introduce three
ways of altering a G-datum Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq into a different G-datum 9Ψ. The first alteration
is G-conjugation, in which 9Ψ “ gΨ “ pg~G, g ¨ y, gρ, g~φq. The second alteration is called an
elementary transformation [HM08, Definition 5.2], in which 9Ψ “ p~G, 9y, 9ρ, ~φq, where r 9ys “ rys
and 9ρ » ρ. The last alteration introduced is that of refactorization [HM08, Definition 4.19], in
which the sequences pρ, ~φq and p 9ρ, ~9φq are essentially twists of each other by specific characters.
Now, two G-data Ψ and 9Ψ are said to be G-equivalent if 9Ψ can be obtained from Ψ by
a finite sequence of refactorizations, G-conjugations and elementary transformations [HM08,
Definition 6.1]. Hakim and Murnaghan show how the G-equivalence class of Ψ determines
the equivalence class of πGpΨq in [HM08, Theorems 6.6 and 6.7], which we summarize below.
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Theorem 3.6 ([HM08, Theorems 6.6 and 6.7]). Suppose Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq and 9Ψ “ p~9G, 9y, 9ρ, ~9φq
are G-data. Set φ “
dś
i“0
φi|G0, 9φ “
dś
i“0
9φi| 9G0. Then the following are equivalent:
1) πGpΨq » πGp 9Ψq.
2) Ψ and 9Ψ are G-equivalent.
3) There exists g P G such that K0 “ g 9K0, ~G “ g
~9G and ρb φ » gp 9ρb 9φq.
4 Restricting Data
Given a closed connected F -subgroup H that contains Gder and a G-datum Ψ, we can
construct a family of H-data using a very natural restriction process, which is provided
as the main theorem of this section. We also show that this restriction process is compatible
with Hakim and Murnaghan’s notion of equivalence of data.
4.1 Main Theorem
Theorem 4.1. Let Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq be a G-datum. Let Hi “ Gi X H and φiH “ φ
i|Hi for
all 0 ď i ď d. Let r˜ denote the depth of φdH .
1) If r˜ ą rd´1, set ~φH “ pφ
0
H, . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq and ~˜r “ pr0, . . . , rd´1, r˜q.
2) If r˜ ď rd´1, set ~φH “ pφ
0
H, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φ
d´1
H φ
d
H , 1q and ~˜r “ pr0, . . . , rd´1q.
Then, for all irreducible subrepresentation ρℓ of ρH ..“ ρ|K0H with K
0
H “ H
0
rys,
Ψℓ “ p~H, y, ~˜r, ρℓ, ~φHq is an H-datum, where ~H “ pH
0, . . . ,Hdq.
pG0, G1, . . . , Gdq, ρ, pφ0, . . . , φd´1, φdq
pH0, H1, . . . , Hdq, ρℓ, pφ0H , . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq
XH XH XH ResG
0
H0
Res
Gd´1
Hd´1 Res
Gd
Hd
r˜ ď rd´1
Figure 2: Summary of the construction of H-data from a G-datum Ψ, where ρℓ is any
irreducible subrepresentation of ρH .
Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of the results in [Nev15], in which Nevins treated the case
of a toral datum of length one and H “ Gder. A toral datum of length one is a very simple case
for which ~G “ pT,Gq, where T is a maximal torus of G. In a toral datum of length one, it can
be assumed without loss of generality that ρ “ 1 via refactorization. Not only is the datum
considered in [Nev15] simpler, but restricting to Gder also allows for some simplifications.
Indeed, every character of Gder is of depth zero with our underlying assumption on p [Kal19,
Lemma 3.5.1]. As a consequence, we know that the depth of φ1|Gder will be smaller than r.
We state Nevins’ result as a corollary of our theorem.
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Corollary 4.2 ([Nev15, Proposition 4.5]). Let Ψ “ ppT,Gq, y, r, 1, pφ0, φ1qq be a toral datum
of length one for G, where r denotes the depth of the quasicharacter φ0 of T and φ1 is a
quasicharacter of G which is either trivial, or of depth r˜ ą r. Let Tder “ T X Gder. Set
φ0der “ φ
0|Tder and φ
1
der “ φ
1|Gder. Define
Ψder “ ppTder,Gderq, y, 1, r, pφ
0
derφ
1
der, 1qq.
Then Ψder is a toral datum of length one for Gder.
Notice that in the case of the toral datum of length one, only one Gder-datum was obtained
by this restriction process. In our more general case, we see that multiple data may be
produced, depending on how ρH decomposes into irreducible subrepresentations.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we must show that Ψℓ “ p~H, y, ~˜r, ρℓ, ~φHq satisfies the five
axioms for an H-datum (Definition 3.1). Without loss of generality, one can assume that the
point y is in BredpG, F q X AredpG,T, Eq by Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.4 so that Axiom D2
is automatic, and Axiom D3 is clearly satisfied. We split the proof of the remaining axioms
into three propositions.
Proposition 4.3 (Axiom D1). Let ~H “ pH0, . . . ,Hdq, where Hi “ Gi XH for all 0 ď i ď d.
Then ~H is a tamely ramified twisted Levi sequence in H, where Hd “ H and such that
ZpH0q{ZpHq is F -anisotropic.
Proof. One easily sees that ~H is a tamely ramified twisted Levi sequence of H. This is because
HipEq “ GipEq XHpEq is a Levi subgroup of H by Theorem 2.3.
Furthermore, we claim that ZpGiq{ZpGq » ZpHiq{ZpHq for all 0 ď i ď d so that
ZpH0q{ZpHq is F -anisotropic. Indeed, from the central isogeny G “ ZpGq˝Gder, it follows
that G “ ZpGq˝H. Because ZpGq Ă T Ă Gi, we obtain that Gi “ ZpGq˝Hi for all 0 ď i ď d
when intersecting the last equality with Gi.
Now, with what precedes, we show that ZpGiq “ ZpGq˝ZpHiq for all 0 ď i ď d. Given
x P ZpGiq, we have that x “ zy for some z P ZpGq˝, y P Hi. Then for all z1 P ZpGq˝, y1 P Hi,
we have xpz1y1q “ pz1y1qx which implies that yy1 “ y1y as z and z1 are central. Therefore,
y P ZpHiq and ZpGiq Ă ZpGq˝ZpHiq. For the converse, it is clear that ZpGq˝ Ă ZpGiq as
ZpGq˝ Ă Gi. Furthermore, ZpHiq Ă ZpGiq as a consequence of Theorem 2.3. Indeed, this
theorem provides us with descriptions of Gi and Hi in terms of generators that only differ by
their tori T and TH, and T, which contains ZpHiq, is abelian. Thus, ZpGiq “ ZpGq˝ZpHiq.
Using the previous equality, we have ZpGiq{ZpGq “ ZpGq˝ZpHiq{ZpGq˝ZpHq for all
0 ď i ď d. One can then easily check that ZpGq˝ZpHiq{ZpGq˝ZpHq » ZpHiq{ZpHq by
considering that map that sends zZpGq˝ZpHq to zZpHq for all z P ZpHiq. In particular, this
isomorphism holds for i “ 0 and therefore ZpH0q{ZpHq is F -anisotropic.
Before proceeding to the proposition that proves Axiom D4, let us first make a few
observations in the form of lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. For all 0 ď i ď d, Hi is a closed connected F -subgroup of Gi that contains
rGi,Gis and therefore Hi is normal in Gi and rHi,His “ rGi,Gis.
Proof. For all 0 ď i ď d, Hi is a Levi subgroup, which is in particular a reductive subgroup
so that it is closed and connected. Furthermore, rGi,Gis Ă Gi XGder Ă Gi XH “ Hi.
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Lemma 4.5. The normalizer of H0y,0 in H
0 is equal to H0rys.
Proof. Because rH0,H0s “ rG0,G0s, BredpH0, F q “ BredpG0, F q so that rys is a vertex
of BredpH0, F q. It follows that H0y,0 is a maximal parahoric subgroup of H
0 and
K0H “ H
0
rys “ NH0pH
0
y,0q [Yu01, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 4.6. Let ρH “ ρ|H0
rys
. We have a decomposition into irreducible subrepresentations
ρH “ ‘
ℓPL
ρℓ for some finite set L.
Proof. We have that ρH is a finite-dimensional representation [Mur11, Remark 7.2]. To
complete the proof, we must show that ρH is completely reducible. As H0y,0 is compact,
ρ|H0y,0 is completely reducible. Since ρ is irreducible, the center of G
0 acts by a character. In
particular, the center Z0H of H
0 acts by a character so that any H0y,0-invariant subspace
is also Z0HH
0
y,0-invariant. Therefore, ρ|Z0HH0y,0 is completely reducible. Because K
0
H is
compact-mod-center in H0, it easily follows that Z0HK˜ is of finite index in K
0
H for any open
subgroup K˜ Ă K0H . In particular, Z
0
HH
0
y,0 is of finite index in K
0
H , so ρH “ ρ|K0H is completely
reducible by [BH06, Lemma 2.7].
Proposition 4.7 (Axioms D4). For all ℓ P L, ρℓ|H0
y,0`
is 1-isotypic and π´1ℓ
.
.“ c-IndH
0
K0H
ρℓ is
an irreducible supercuspidal representation of depth zero.
Proof. By [MP96, Theorem 6.8], it suffices to show that ρℓ|H0
y,0`
contains the pullback of a
cuspidal representation of H0y,0:0` .
Since c-IndG
0
K0 ρ is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of depth zero, we know
from [MP96, Theorem 6.8] that ρ|G0y,0 contains the pullback of a cuspidal representation of
G0y,0:0` , say σ. By Frobenius Reciprocity, it follows that HomK0pc-Ind
K0
G0y,0
σ, ρq ‰ t0u, or
equivalently, we write ρ Ă c-IndK
0
G0y,0
σ to mean that ρ is a subrepresentation of c-IndK
0
G0y,0
σ. It
follows that ρ|G0y,0 Ă Res
K0
G0y,0
c-IndK
0
G0y,0
σ. But G0y,0 is a normal subgroup of K
0, so the Mackey
Decomposition gives ResK
0
G0y,0
c-IndK
0
G0y,0
σ “ ‘
cPC
cσ, where C is a set of coset representatives of
K0{G0y,0. We conclude that ρ|G0y,0 Ă ‘cPC
cσ, which implies that ρℓ|H0y,0 Ă ‘cPC
cpσ|H0y,0q.
Next, we claim that σ|H0y,0 decomposes as a sum of cuspidal representations of H
0
y,0:0`
.
Indeed, because rG0y ,G
0
y s Ă H
0
y (Lemma 2.6), it follows from Theorem 2.3 that σ|H0ypfq
decomposes as a direct sum of cuspidal representations of H0ypfq, say ‘
jPJ
σj for some finite
set J .
Therefore, ρℓ|H0y,0 Ă ‘cPC
cp ‘
jPJ
σjq. Since ρℓ|H0y,0 is completely reducible, being a
finite-dimensional representation of a compact group, we conclude from the uniqueness (up
to isomorphism) of the decomposition into irreducible representations that ρℓ must contain
the pullback to H0y,0 of one of the cuspidal representations
cσj .
Finally, in order to prove Axiom D5, we must establish notation to describe the genericity
condition. Analogously to the notation from Section 3.1, let tH “ LiepTHq, tH “ tHpF q and
TH “ THpF q. For 0 ď i ď d´ 1, let ziH denote the center of h
i “ LiepHiq, and zi,˚H its dual. We
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set ziH “z
i
HpF q and z
i,˚
H “z
i,˚
H pF q. We also have pz
i
Hqri “ z
i
H X ptHqri and pz
i
Hqr`i “ z
i
H X ptHqr`i
and define
pzi,˚H q´ri “ tX
˚ P zi,˚H : X
˚pY q P pF for all Y P pz
i
Hqr`i u.
We note that given an element from zi,˚, one can view it as an element of gi,˚ by extending
it trivially on gi1, where gi1 “ rgi,gispF q “ rhi,hispF q. This follows from the fact that
gi “ zi ‘ gi
1 [AR00, Proposition 3.1].
Proposition 4.8 (Axiom D5). The sequence ~φH of quasicharacters of ~H is such that the ith
quasicharacter of the sequence is H i`1-generic of depth ri for all 0 ď i ď d´ 1.
Proof. We start by showing that the characters φiH are H
i`1-generic of depth ri for all
0 ď i ď d´ 1.
It is clear that φiH |Hi
y,r
`
i
“ 1 as φi|Gi
y,r
`
i
“ 1.
Now, let X˚ be an element of zi,˚´ri satisfying valpX
˚pHaqq “ ´ri for all
a P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tq that realizes φi|Giy,ri as per Definition 3.2. We claim that X
˚|hi is an
element of pzi,˚H q´ri, satisfying valpX
˚|hipHaqq “ ´ri for all a P ΦpH
i`1,THqzΦpH
i,THq, such
that X˚|hi realizes φ
i
H |Hiy,ri . Indeed, X
˚|hi is clearly an element of z
i,˚
H viewed as an element of
hi,˚. Since X˚ P zi,˚´ri, we have that X
˚pY q P pF for all Y P z
i
r`i
. In particular, X˚pY q P pF for
all Y P pziHqr`i . Hence, X
˚|hi P pz
i,˚
H q´ri. Recall from Section 2.2 that we may identify the root
systems ΦpGi,Tq and ΦpHi,THq. Since valpX˚pHaqq “ ´ri for all a P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tq,
we conclude that valpX˚|hipHaqq “ ´ri for all a P ΦpH
i`1,THqzΦpH
i,THq.
Now, we show that X˚|hi realizes φ
i
H , that is for all Y P h
i
y,ri
,
φiHpeHpY ` h
i
y,r`i
qq “ ψpX˚|hipY qq, where eH is Adler’s isomorphism between h
i
y,ri:r
`
i
and H i
y,ri:r
`
i
from [Adl98, Section 1.5]. Take Y P hiy,ri. Since φ
i is realized by X˚, we
have ψpX˚|hipY qq “ φ
ipepY ` gi
y,r`i
qq as per Definition 3.2. By Lemma 2.5, it follows that
epY ` gi
y,r`i
q “ eHpY ` h
i
y,r`i
q, and therefore ψpX˚|hipY qq “ φ
i
HpeHpY ` h
i
y,r`i
qq. Hence, φiH is
H i`1-generic of depth ri for all 0 ď i ď d´ 1.
Finally, our definition of ~φH depends on the depth r˜ of φdH , so there are two cases to
consider.
1) If r˜ ą rd´1, we have that ~φH “ pφ0H , . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq, and the conclusion follows by what
precedes.
2) If r˜ ď rd´1, we have that ~φH “ pφ0H, . . . , φ
d´1
H φ
d
H , 1q, so we must check that φ
d´1
H φ
d
H is
Hd-generic of depth rd´1. Because r˜ ď rd´1, this follows from [Mur11, Lemma 4.9(3)].
This last proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. We give a name to the family
of H-data produced from this theorem in the following definition.
Definition 4.9. Let Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq be a G-datum, and assume ρH decomposes into
irreducible representations as ρH “ ‘
ℓPL
ρℓ for some finite set L. For all ℓ P L, let
Ψℓ “ p~H, y, ~r, ρℓ, ~φHq as per Theorem 4.1. The set RespΨq “ tΨℓ : ℓ P Lu is called the
restriction of Ψ.
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It turns out that one can also define a very natural extension process, using induction,
which allows to construct G-data from an H-datum as per the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let ΨH “ p~H, y, ~r, ρ
1, ~φHq be a normalized H-datum in the sense of [Kal19,
Definition 3.7.1], where ~H “ pH0, . . . ,Hdq. Then there exists a (possibly multiple) G-datum
Ψ such that ΨH P RespΨq.
Remark 4.11. There are some H-data that do not extend. Indeed, the reason we require
ΨH to be normalized in the previous theorem is so that φ
i
H |rGi,Gis “ 1 for all 0 ď i ď d,
which is a necessary condition for extending φiH to a character of G
i. Requiring that we have
a normalized H-datum is also not very restrictive, as every H-datum is H-equivalent to a
normalized H-datum [Kal19, Lemma 3.7.2].
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.10. We provide the main ideas of the proof for
Theorem 4.10 here in the form of a sketch.
By Theorem 2.3, there exists a unique twisted Levi sequence ~G “ pG0, . . . ,Gdq of G such
that Gi X H “ Hi for all 0 ď i ď d. Furthermore, ZpG0q{ZpGq is F -anisotropic by what
precedes in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Using arguments similar to Proposition 4.7, one can show that any irreducible
subrepresentation of c-IndK
0
K0H
ρ1 is 1-isotypic and compactly induces to a depth-zero
supercuspidal representation of G0. Such a representation ρ contains ρ1 upon restriction
to K0H by construction.
For the extension of the character sequence, the fact that φiH |rGi,Gis “ 1 ensures that
every irreducible subrepresentation of c-IndG
i
Hi φ
i
H is a character of G
i that restricts to φiH .
Furthermore, any such character is of depth at least ri, as φiH |Hiy,ri ‰ 1. One then restricts
c-IndG
i
Hi φ
i
H to G
i
y,r`i
and, using the fact that φiH |Hi
y,r
`
i
“ 1, concludes that at least one of
the characters in the decomposition has depth ri. Call such a character φi. Similarly to
Proposition 4.8, we find that φi is automatically Gi`1-generic of depth ri.
Letting Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq, where ~φ “ pφ0, . . . , φdq, we have that ΨH P RespΨq.
We also give a name to the family of G-data produced from the normalized H-datum ΨH
as per the previous theorem.
Definition 4.12. Let ΨH “ p~H, y, ~r, ρ
1, ~φHq be a normalized H-datum. Let Eρ1
denote the set of irreducible subrepresentations of c-IndK
0
K0H
ρ1 and Ei denote the set
of irreducible subrepresentation of c-IndG
i
Hi φ
i
H with depth ri, 0 ď i ď d. The set
ExtpΨHq “ tp ~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq : ρ P Eρ1, φ
i P Ei, 0 ď i ď du is called the extension of ΨH .
4.2 Equivalence of Constructed Data
We take some time in this section to verify that our restriction and extension of data are
compatible with Hakim and Murnaghan’s equivalence of data.
Definition 4.13. Given two G-data Ψ and 9Ψ of the same length, we will say that
RespΨq » Resp 9Ψq if every element of RespΨq is H-equivalent to an element of Resp 9Ψq and
vice versa.
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Analogously, given two normalized H-data ΨH and 9ΨH of the same length, we will say that
ExtpΨHq » Extp 9ΨHq if every element of ExtpΨHq is G-equivalent to an element of Extp 9ΨHq
and vice versa.
A natural question that one asks is whether or not the restriction and extension of data
described in the previous section are robust. That is, if Ψ and 9Ψ are G-equivalent G-data, do
we have RespΨq » Resp 9Ψq? Similarly, if ΨH and 9ΨH are H-equivalent normalized H-data,
do we have ExtpΨHq » Extp 9ΨHq?
Given that H is normal in G, one can talk about the G-conjugation of H-data. From the
definition, one sees that RespgΨq “ g RespΨq for all g P G. However, when g R H , we cannot
expect to have RespΨq » RespgΨq since equivalence between restrictions is defined at the level
of H-equivalence (and therefore H-conjugation). Similarly, given g P G, we cannot expect
gΨH and ΨH to be H-equivalent if g R H , but ExtpΨHq is clearly stable under G-conjugation.
That being said, G-equivalent G-data may not always produce H-equivalent restrictions,
and H-data can produce G-equivalent extensions even when they are not H-equivalent
because of this permitted outer conjugation. As expected, elementary transformations and
refactorizations preserve restrictions and extensions. This discussion is summarized by the
following two propositions.
Proposition 4.14. Let Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq and 9Ψ “ p
~9G, 9y, ~r, 9ρ,
~9φq be two G-data. Assume one
of the three following conditions hold
1) 9Ψ is an H-conjugate of Ψ,
2) 9Ψ is an elementary transformation of Ψ,
3) 9Ψ is a refactorization of Ψ,
then RespΨq » Resp 9Ψq.
Proof. 1) is immediate. For 2) and 3), one simply needs to take the definitions of elementary
transformation [HM08, Definition 5.2] and refactorization [HM08, Definition 4.19] and restrict
all relations to the corresponding H-subgroups.
Proposition 4.15. Let ΨH “ p~H, y, ~r, ρ
1, ~φHq and 9ΨH “ p
~9H, 9y, ~r, 9ρ1,
~9φHq be two normalized
H-data. Assume one of the three following conditions hold
1) 9ΨH is a G-conjugate of ΨH ,
2) 9ΨH is an elementary transformation of ΨH ,
3) 9ΨH is a refactorization of ΨH ,
then ExtpΨHq » Extp 9ΨHq.
Proof. 1) is immediate. For 2), it suffices to take the definition of elementary transformation
[HM08, Definition 5.2] and to compare c-IndK
0
K0H
ρ1 and c-IndK
0
K0H
9ρ1. For 3), one fixes an
extension ~φ of ~φH and an element ρ of c-Ind
K0
K0H
ρ1 and uses the definition of refactorization
[HM08, Definition 4.19] to construct an extension ~9φ of ~9φH and to choose an element
9ρ Ă c-IndK
0
K0H
9ρ1 that satisfies the wanted relations.
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5 Restricting the Supercuspidal Representation
Given the H-datum Ψℓ “ p~H, y, ~˜r, ρℓ, ~φHq provided by Theorem 4.1, we can construct open
and compact-mod-center subgroups KiH of H
i à la J.K. Yu. Indeed, we define K0H “ H
0
rys and
Ki`1H “ K
0
HH
1
y,s0
¨ ¨ ¨H i`1y,si for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. We note the following relationship between
Ki and KiH .
Proposition 5.1. For all ´1 ď i ď d´ 1, Ki`1H “ K
i`1 XH.
Proof. For i “ ´1, we have H0rys “ tg P G
0 XH : g ¨ rys “ rysu “ G0rys XH.
Now, let 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. We start by showing that Ki`1 “ K0H1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨H
i`1
y,si
. Since
H i`1y,si Ă G
i`1
y,si
for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1, we have K0H1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨H
i`1
y,si
Ă Ki`1. For the converse, let
Z i “ ZpGiq˝pF q denote the F -points of the identity component of the center of Gi and let
G
i
“ rGi,GispF q Ă H i. Then Z irG
i
y,r “ G
i
y,r for all r ą 0 [DR09, Lemma B.7.2]. Applying
this result, we obtain
Ki`1 “ K0G1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨G
i`1
y,si
“ K0Z1s0G
1
y,s0
¨ ¨ ¨Z i`1si G
i`1
y,si
.
We note that Z i`1si Ă ZpG
i`1qpF q Ă ZpG0qpF q for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. Furthermore,
ZpG0qpF q Ă K0 as K0 “ NG0pG0y,0q. It follows that
Ki`1 “ K0G
1
y,s0
¨ ¨ ¨G
i`1
y,si
Ă K0H1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨H
i`1
y,si
,
and therefore Ki`1 “ K0H1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨H
i`1
y,si
.
Now, we clearly have Ki`1H Ă K
i`1 X H . Conversely, given an element k1 of Ki`1 X H ,
it is in particular an element of Ki`1 and is thus in the form k1 “ kh for some k P K0, h P
H1y,s0 ¨ ¨ ¨H
i`1
y,si
Ă H by what precedes. It follows that k “ k1h´1 P K0 XH “ K0H . Hence we
conclude that k1 P Ki`1H .
Analogously to Figure 1, we denote by φiH
1 the extension of φiH to K
i`1
H for all
0 ď i ď d´ 1, and by κiH the inflation of φ
i
H
1 to KdH for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 2. We denote
the inflation to KdH of ρℓ by κ
´1
ℓ . For consistency of notaton, κ
d´1
H “ φ
d´1
H
1
and κdH “ φ
d
H .
Thus, in the case where the depth r˜ of φdH is greater than rd´1, ~φH “ pφ
0
H , . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq and
κHpΨℓq “ κ
´1
ℓ b κ
0
H b ¨ ¨ ¨ b κ
d´1
H b κ
d
H .
In the case where r˜ ď rd´1, then pφ
d´1
H φ
d
H , 1q are the last two characters of ~φH, and
therefore κHpΨℓq “ κ
´1
ℓ b κ
0
H b ¨ ¨ ¨ b κ
d´2
H b κ
d´1,d
H b 1, where κ
d´1,d
H “ pφ
d´1
H φ
d
Hq
1 is the
extension of φd´1H φ
d
H to K
d
H .
Since the characters φiH , 0 ď i ď d ´ 1, are simply restricted from the characters
φi, 0 ď i ď d´ 1, it is natural to expect that we have φiH
1
“ φi
1
|Ki`1H
and κiH “ κ
i|KdH for
all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1, which we will prove in Section 5.1 with Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.6,
respectively. This means that the restriction to H of πGpΨq commutes in a sense with the
steps of the J.K. Yu Construction, as illustrated in Figure 3.
As a consequence, in Section 5.2 we are able to obtain a formula for κGpΨq|KdH in
Theorem 5.7, which allows us to compute the restriction πGpΨq|H in Theorem 5.8.
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pφi, Kiq pφiH , K
i
Hq
ö
pρ,K0q
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
ρℓ, K
0
H
˙ `
φi
1
, Ki`1
˘ `
φiH
1
, Ki`1H
˘
ö ö`
κ´1, Kd
˘ ˆ
‘
ℓPL
κ´1ℓ , K
d
H
˙ `
κi, Kd
˘ `
κiH , K
d
H
˘
restrict
inflate
restrict
inflate
restrict
extend
restrict
extend
inflate inflate
restrict
Figure 3: Commutativity of the restriction with extension and inflation for φi, 0 ď i ď d´ 1,
and ρ.
5.1 Restricting the Extensions φi
1
and Inflations κi
To talk about the extensions φiH
1, we define the subgroups J i`1H and J
i`1
H` of H
i`1 analogously
to Section 3.2.
J i`1H pEq “ xTHpEqri ,UapEqy,ri,UbpEqy,si : a P ΦpG
i,Tq, b P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tqy,
J i`1H`pEq “ xTHpEqri,UapEqy,ri,UbpEqy,s`i : a P ΦpG
i,Tq, b P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tqy.
We write J i`1H and J
i`1
H` for J
i`1
H pEqXH
i`1 and J i`1H`pEqXH
i`1, respectively. We have that
J i`1H “ pH
i, H i`1qy,pri,siq, J
i`1
H` “ pH
i, H i`1qy,pri,s`i q and K
i`1
H “ K
i
HJ
i`1
H for all 0 ď i ď d´ 1.
Proposition 5.2. For all 0 ď i ď d´ 1, J i`1 “ J i`1H J
i`1
` .
Proof. First, recall that TpEqri normalizes the filtrations of the root subgroups that partly
generate J i`1pEq. So, given g P J i`1pEq, we can write g “ ut for some t P TpEqri Ă J
i`1
` pEq
and
u P xUapEqy,ri,UbpEqy,si : a P ΦpG
i,Tq, b P ΦpGi`1,TqzΦpGi,Tqy Ă J i`1H pEq.
Therefore, we have J i`1pEq “ J i`1H pEqJ
i`1
` pEq.
We proceed similarly to the proof of [Yu01, Lemma 2.10] to show that the equality
also holds at the level of F -points. Take g P J i`1 “ J i`1pEq XGi`1. Then g is fixed
by GalpE{F q. By what precedes, g “ ut for some u P J i`1H pEq, t P J
i`1
` pEq.
It follows that the image of g in J i`1pEq{J i`1` pEq “ J
i`1
H pEqJ
i`1
` pEq{J
i`1
` pEq,
given by uJ i`1` pEq, is fixed by GalpE{F q. But the second isomorphism
theorem tells us J i`1H pEqJ
i`1
` pEq{J
i`1
` pEq » J
i`1
H pEq{J
i`1
H pEq X J
i`1
` pEq, where
J i`1H pEq X J
i`1
` pEq “ J
i`1
H`pEq. Hence, uJ
i`1
H`pEq is fixed by GalpE{F q.
Next, [Yu01, Corollary 2.3] states that the natural homomorphism
J i`1H Ñ
`
J i`1H pEq{J
i`1
H`pEq
˘GalpE{F q
is a surjection. This implies that there exists g0 P J
i`1
H such that g0J
i`1
H`pEq “ uJ
i`1
H`pEq,
that is g´10 u P J
i`1
H`pEq. Hence, u P J
i`1
H J
i`1
H`pEq. We deduce that g “ g
1g for some
g1 P J i`1H , g P J
i`1
` pEq. Furthermore, we have that g “ g
1´1g P Gi`1, and therefore g P J i`1` .
The result follows.
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Corollary 5.3. Let β : J i`1H {J
i`1
H` Ñ J
i`1{J i`1` be defined by βpjJ
i`1
H`q “ jJ
i`1
` for all j P J
i`1
H .
Then β is an isomorphism.
Remark 5.4. As a consequence of the last corollary, we have that J i`1 “ J i`1` if and only
if J i`1H “ J
i`1
H` for all 0 ď i ď d´ 1. This is an important result as it implies that the theory
of Weil representations is always applied simultaneously in the construction of φi
1
and φiH
1
.
This is crucial for us to be able to relate those two extensions. Indeed, if it was possible for
J i`1H “ J
i`1
H` , but J
i`1 ‰ J i`1H , then talking about restricting φ
i1, a representation of dimension
greater than 1, would not result in the character φiH
1
.
Theorem 5.5. For all 0 ď i ď d´ 1, φiH
1
“ φi
1
|Ki`1H
.
Proof. For a fixed 0 ď i ď d´ 1, we have two cases to consider.
Case 1 (J i`1 “ J i`1` ): In this case, we have J
i`1
H “ J
i`1
H` by Remark 5.4. It follows that
φiH
1
pkjq “ φiHpkq
xφiHpjq for all k P KiH , j P J i`1H , where xφiH is the (unique) quasicharacter of
KiHH
i`1
y,s`i
that agrees with φiH on K
i
H and is trivial on pH
i, H i`1qy,pr`i ,s
`
i q
.
Clearly, we have that pφi|KiHHi`1y,si` agrees with φiH on KiH , as it agrees with φi on Ki, and
is trivial on pH i, H i`1qy,pr`i ,s`i q, as it is trivial on pG
i, Gi`1qy,pr`i ,s
`
i q
. Therefore, by uniqueness,
we have pφi|KiHHi`1y,si` “ xφiH .
So, for all k P KiH , j P J
i`1
H
φi
1
|Ki`1H
pkjq “ φipkqpφipjq “ φiHpkqxφiHpjq “ φiH 1pkjq.
Case 2 (J i`1 ‰ J i`1` ): In this case, we have that φ
i1 is constructed using the
Heisenberg-Weil lift ωi, which is a representation of Ki ˙ Hi, where Hi “ J i`1{ kerpξiq
and ξi “ pφi|Ji`1` . Since J i`1H ‰ J i`1H` , we require a Heisenberg-Weil lift to extend xφiH , which we
denote by ωiH . Note that ω
i
H is a representation of K
i
H ˙ H
i
H , where H
i
H “ J
i`1
H { kerpξ
i
Hq
and ξiH “
xφiH |Ji`1H` “ pφi|Ji`1H` . We recall that in this case, for all k P KiH , j P J i`1H ,
φi
1
|Ki`1H
pkjq “ pφipkqωipk, j kerpξiqq and φiH 1pkjq “ xφiHpkqωiHpk, j kerpξiHqq. By what precedes,pφipkq “ xφiHpkq for all k P KiH . Therefore, to show that φi1|Ki`1H “ φiH 1, we must show that
ωipk, j kerpξiqq “ ωiHpk, j kerpξ
i
Hqq for all k P K
i
H , j P J
i`1
H .
Let f i : Ki Ñ SppHiq and f iH : K
i
H Ñ SppH
i
Hq be the homomorphisms coming from the
actions by conjugation of Ki on J i`1 and of KiH on J
i`1
H , respectively. Recall the symplectic
vector space W i “ J i`1{J i`1` and define analogously W
i
H “ J
i`1
H {J
i`1
H` . Let ν
i and νiH be
the special isomorphisms arising from the split polarizations of Hi and HiH which map into
W i
#
“ W i b Fp and W iH
#
“ W iH b Fp, respectively, as per [HM08, Lemma 2.35]. One
can verify that the homomorphism α : HiH Ñ H
i which maps j kerpξiHq to j kerpξ
iq for all
j P J i`1H is an isomorphism that induces the symplectic isomorphism β : W
i
H Ñ W
i from
Corollary 5.3. Let δ : KiH Ñ K
i be the inclusion map. Finally, let pf iqνi be the map that
sends k P Ki to νi ˝ f ipkq ˝ νi´1 and define pf iHqνiH similarly. It is then straightfoward to
verify that the two diagrams in Figure 4 commute.
Applying [Nev15, Proposition 3.2], we have that ωiHpk, j kerpξ
i
Hqq “ ω
ipδpkq, αpj kerpξiHqqq
for all k P KiH , j P J
i`1
H and the result follows.
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HiH W
i
H
#
KiH SppW
i
Hq
Hi W i
#
Ki SppW iq
α
νiH
νi
β ˆ 1 δ
pf iHqνiH
pf iqνi
innpβq
Figure 4: Commutative diagrams for the restriction of the Heisenberg-Weil lift.
Proposition 5.6. For all 0 ď i ď d´ 1, κiH “ κ
i|KdH . Furthermore, κ
´1|KdH “ ‘ℓPL
κ´1ℓ .
Proof. Because φiH
1
“ φi
1
|Ki`1H
for all 0 ď i ď d ´ 1 (Theorem 5.5), it easily follows from the
definition of inflation that κiH “ κ
i|KdH .
For all k P K0H , j P J
1
H ¨ ¨ ¨J
d
H , we have κ
´1pkjq “ ρpkq “ ‘
ℓPL
ρℓpkq “ ‘
ℓPL
κ´1ℓ pkjq, which
proves the second statement.
5.2 Restricting κGpΨq and πGpΨq
Now that we have calculated the restrictions of φi1 and κi for all 0 ď i ď d, we can proceed
to computing the restriction of κGpΨq.
Theorem 5.7. Given the G-datum Ψ, κGpΨq|KdH » ‘ℓPL
κHpΨℓq.
Proof. We have that κGpΨq|KdH “ κ
´1|KdH b
Â
0ďiďd
κi|KdH . From Proposition 5.6, we can rewrite
the right-hand side as
κGpΨq|Kd
H
“
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
κ´1ℓ
˙
b
â
0ďiďd
κiH “ ‘
ℓPL
˜
κ´1ℓ b
â
0ďiďd
κiH
¸
.
In the case where the depth r˜ of φdH is greater than rd´1, then κHpΨℓq “ κ
´1
ℓ b
Â
0ďiďd
κiH
and we obtain our result. When r˜ ď rd´1, we must find a way to compare κ
d´1
H b κ
d
H with
κ
d´1,d
H b 1, where κ
d´1,d
H “ pφ
d´1
H φ
d
Hq
1.
In [HM08, Proposition 4.24], Hakim and Murnaghan show that if 9ΨH is a refactorization
of ΨH , then κHpΨHq » κHp 9ΨHq. When looking at the details of their proof, we only need
~φH and
~9φH to satisfy condition F1) from the definition of refactorization [HM08, Definition
4.19] for this result to hold, and we do not even require the last quasicharacters of the
sequences to be of largest depth. This means that we can set ~φH “ pφ0H , . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq and
~9φH “ pφ
0
H , . . . , φ
d´1
H φ
d
H , 1q and obtain κ
d´1
H b κ
d » κd´1,dH b 1. Thus,
κ´1ℓ b
â
0ďiďd
κiH » κ
´1
ℓ b κ
0
H b ¨ ¨ ¨ b κ
d´2
H b κ
d´1,d
H b 1 “ κHpΨℓq,
and the result follows.
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We are now ready to calculate the restriction of πGpΨq to H .
Theorem 5.8. Given the datum Ψ, πGpΨq|H » ‘
tPC
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
πHp
tΨℓq
˙
, where C is a set of coset
representatives of HzG{Kd.
Proof. From the Mackey Decomposition, we have that
ResGH πGpΨq “ Res
G
H c-Ind
G
Kd κGpΨq “ ‘
tPC
c-IndHtpKdXHqRes
tpKdq
tpKdXHq
tκGpΨq.
We have that tκGpΨq “ κGptΨq [HM08, Section 5.1.1], which implies that
ResGH πGpΨq “ ‘
tPC
c-IndHtKdH
Res
tKd
tKdH
κGp
tΨq.
Applying Theorem 5.7 to the datum tΨ, we have that Res
tKd
tKd
H
κGp
tΨq “ ‘
ℓPL
κHpp
tΨqℓq. From
the definition of conjugate G-datum, it is clear that ptΨqℓ “ tΨℓ. Finally, given that induction
commutes with direct sum, we obtain
ResGH πGpΨq “ ‘
tPC
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
c-IndHtKdH
κHp
tΨℓq
˙
“ ‘
tPC
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
πHp
tΨℓq
˙
.
Using Frobenius Reciprocity and the exhaustion of the J.K. Yu Construction, one can
obtain an analogous result concerning the induction to G of a supercuspidal representation
of H .
Theorem 5.9. Let ΨH be a normalized H-datum. Every irreducible supercuspidal
subrepresentation of c-IndGH πHpΨHq is of the form πGpΨq, where Ψ P
t´1 ExtpΨHq for some
t P C, C a set of coset representatives of HzG{Kd.
6 Multiplicity in the Restriction
Given that we have a precise description of πGpΨq|H provided by Theorem 5.8, we determine
the multiplicity of each component of this restriction in this section. We start by establishing
that the source of the multiplicity relies on ρH “ ρ|H0rys , and then compute an explicit formula
for the multiplicity in the restriction.
6.1 Source of Multiplicity
Theorem 6.1. Let C be a set of coset representatives of HzG{Kd and let ℓ P L. Then for
all t P C, the multiplicity of the component πHp
tΨℓq in πGpΨq|H is equal to the multiplicity
of ρℓ in ρH . In particular, πGpΨq|H is multiplicity free if and only if ρH is multiplicity free.
The proof of this theorem will be divided into two lemmas (Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3).
Lemma 6.2. Let C be a set of representatives of HzG{Kd, and let s, t P C. Assume that
s ‰ t. Then for all ℓ, k P L, πHp
sΨℓq fi πHp
tΨkq.
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Proof. We show the contrapositive statement. Assume that πHpsΨℓq » πHptΨkq. From
Theorem 3.6, there exists h P H such that K0H “
s´1htK0H , ~H “
s´1ht~H and
ρℓ b φH »
s´1htpρk b φHq.
Since ρj|H0
y,0`
is 1-isotypic for j “ ℓ, k, it follows that φH |H0
y,0`
“ ps
´1htφHq|H0
y,0`
.
Given that the depth of a character does not depend on the point of the building
that describes the Moy-Prasad filtration subgroups [HM08, Definition 2.46], we have that
φH |H0
0`
“ ps
´1htφHq|H0
0`
, where H0
0`
“
Ť
xPBpH0,F q
H0x,0`. By [Mur11, Proposition 5.4], we
have
dś
j“i
φ
j
H |Hi
r
`
i´1
“
dś
j“i
s´1htφ
j
H |Hi
r
`
i´1
for 0 ď i ď d. Letting Z i “ ZpGiq˝pF q and
G
i
“ rGi,GispF q Ă H i, we have that Gi
r`
“ Z i
r`
G
i
r` for all r ě 0 [DR09, Lemma B.7.2]
and therefore Gir` “ Z
i
r`H
i
r` . As a consequence, we have that G
i
r`i´1
“ s
´1htGi
r`i´1
and
dś
j“i
φj|Gi
r
`
i´1
“
dś
j“i
s´1htφj |Gi
r
`
i´1
for 0 ď i ď d. Using an argument similar to [Mur11, Lemma
5.6], we conclude that s´1ht P G0.
Furthermore, having s
´1htK0H “ K
0
H implies s
´1ht ¨ rys “ rys [HM08, Proof of Theorem
6.7], and therefore s´1ht P G0rys “ K
0 Ă Kd. Hence, t P HsKd, meaning that s and t belong
to the same double coset of HzG{Kd. Because s and t are coset representatives, we conclude
that they must be equal.
The previous lemma implies that the multiplicity in the restriction πGpΨq|H must come
from within ‘
ℓPL
πHpΨℓq. The next step is then to determine the condition under which
πHpΨℓq » πHpΨkq, ℓ, k P L, which is provided by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. Let ℓ, k P L. Then πHpΨℓq » πHpΨkq if and only if ρℓ » ρk.
Proof. Assume that ρℓ » ρk. Then Ψk is an elementary transformation [HM08, Definition
5.2] of Ψℓ and πHpΨℓq » πHpΨkq by Theorem 3.6.
Conversely, if πHpΨℓq » πHpΨkq, we know from Theorem 3.6 that there exists h P H such
that ~H “ h~H, K0H “
hK0H , and ρℓ b φH »
hpρk b φHq, where φH “
dś
i“0
φiH |H0 . Proceeding
similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.2, we have that h P K0 XH “ K0H . Because h P H
0, we
have φH “ hφH . We then conclude that ρℓ » hρk, which implies that ρℓ » ρk as h P K0H .
Combining Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 together gives us the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let s P C and j P L. By Lemma 6.3, the multiplicity of ρj in ρH
corresponds to the multiplicity of πHpsΨjq in ‘
ℓPL
πHp
sΨℓq. Since πHpsΨjq fi πHptΨkq when
s ‰ t regardless of k P L (Lemma 6.2), this multiplicity corresponds to the multiplicity of
πHp
sΨjq in ‘
tPC
ˆ
‘
ℓPL
πHp
tΨℓq
˙
.
Theorems 5.8 and 6.1 generalize [Nev15, Theorem 5.2] in which H “ Gder and Ψ is a
toral datum of length one. In this case ρ is assumed trivial and RespΨq consists of only one
element (Corollary 4.2), meaning that the restriction πGpΨq|H is automatically multiplicity
free.
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We end this section by mentioning that Theorem 6.1 applies to both positive-depth
and depth-zero supercuspidal representations as they are all produced from the J.K. Yu
Construction. This allows us to restate our result as follows.
Corollary 6.4. Let ℓ P L. Then the multiplicity of πHpΨℓq in πGpΨq|H is equal to the
multiplicity of π´1ℓ in π
´1|H0, where π
´1
.
.“ c-IndG
0
K0 ρ and π
´1
ℓ
.
.“ c-IndH
0
K0H
ρℓ. In particular,
πGpΨq|H is multiplicity free if and only if π
´1|H0 is multiplicity free.
Proof. We know from Theorem 6.1 that the multiplicity of πHpΨℓq in πGpΨq|H is equal to
the multiplicity of ρℓ in ρH . On the other hand, if we consider the datum Ψ0 “ pG0, y, ρ, 1q,
we have πG0pΨ0q “ π´1. Then, Theorem 6.1 tells us that the multiplicity of πH0pΨ0ℓq “ π
´1
ℓ
in πG0pΨ0q|H0 is equal to the multiplicity of ρℓ in ρH . The result thus follows.
The statement of Corollary 6.4 makes it clear that the multiplicity upon restriction of a
positive-depth supercuspidal representation really depends on the depth-zero supercuspidal
representation of the (reduced) datum. Therefore, the question of determining multiplicities
in the restriction of an irreducible supercuspidal representation reduces to an equivalent
question for irreducible depth-zero supercuspidal representations.
6.2 Computing the Multiplicity
Theorem 6.1 implies that we must study the decomposition of ρH “ ρ|K0H in order to compute
the multiplicities in πGpΨq|H . Because K0H is a normal subgroup of K
0, the strategy is to
apply Clifford theory to obtain a description for ρH .
Definition 6.5. Let π be an irreducible representation of a group G1 Ă G. The set
IGpπq “ tg P G :
gπ » πu is called the normalizer of π in G, or the inertial subgroup of π
(in G).
Proposition 6.6. Let ρ1 be an irreducible subrepresentation of ρ|K0H , I “ IK0pρ
1q and denote
the dimensions of ρ and ρ1 by dimpρq and dimpρ1q, respectively. Then ρ|K0H “ m
ˆ
‘
cPC
cρ1
˙
,
where
m “
dimpρq
rK0 : Is dimpρ1q
and C is a set of coset representatives of K0{I Furthermore, every component of ρ|K0H has
multiplicity m.
Proof. Let Z0 denote the center of G0. We first extend the representation ρ1 to a
representation ρ1 of Z0K0H acting on the same vector space. This can be done easily, as
Z0 acts via a character. This action of Z0 implies that gρ1 » ρ1 if and only if gρ1 » ρ1 so that
I “ IK0pρ1q.
Because Z0K0H is a normal subgroup of finite index in K
0 and that ρ is finite-dimensional,
one can easily adapt the results from Clifford Theory for finite groups. By [CSST09, Lemma
2.1(2)], we have that ρ “ c-IndK
0
I Π for some irreducible subrepresentation Π Ă c-Ind
I
Z0K0H
ρ1.
Using the Mackey Decomposition on this last inclusion, one sees that Π|Z0K0H is ρ
1-isotypic
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(and therefore Π|K0H is ρ
1-isotypic) of a certain multiplicity, say m. We have that
dimpΠq “ m dimpρ1q and dimpρq “ rK0 : Is dimpΠq, and therefore
m “
dimpρq
rK0 : Is dimpρ1q
.
One then applies the Mackey Decomposition on ρ to obtain
ρ|K0H “ Res
K0
K0H
c-IndK
0
I Π “ ‘
cPC
c-Ind
K0H
K0HX
cI
Res
cI
K0HX
cI
cΠ,
where C is a set of coset representatives of K0HzK
0{I. Because K0H is a normal subgroup of
K0 and K0H Ă I, K
0
HzK
0{I “ K0{I and
ρ|K0H “ ‘cPC
Res
cI
K0H
cΠ “ m
ˆ
‘
cPC
cρ1
˙
.
As a corollary of Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.1, we can refine our description of
πGpΨq|H from Theorem 5.8.
Corollary 6.7. Let Ψ “ p~G, y, ρ, ~φq be a G-datum, ρ1 be a component of ρH and I “ IK0pρ
1q.
Let D be a set of coset representatives of K0{I, and for all d P D let Ψd be the H-datum
associated to dρ1. Then
πGpΨq|H “ m
˜ à
tPC,dPD
πHp
tΨdq
¸
,
where
m “
dimpρq
rK0 : Is dimpρ1q
,
and C is a set of coset representatives of HzG{Kd. Furthermore, every component ofÀ
tPC,dPD
πHp
tΨdq is distinct, and every component of πGpΨq|H has multiplicity m.
7 Computing Multiplicity for Regular Depth-Zero
Supercuspidal Representations
By what precedes in Corollary 6.7, when one can single out a component of ρH and compute
its normalizer in K0, the multiplicity m of each component of πGpΨq|H can be explicitly
calculated. The goal of this section is to provide an example of a class of representations ρ
for which it is possible to explicitly isolate components ρ1 in ρH and derive conditions for a
multiplicity free restriction.
Because H0 is such that rG0,G0s Ă H0, we can alleviate notation and assume that ρ is
an irreducible representation of Grys that induces irreducibly to a depth-zero supercuspidal
representation of G that we wish to restrict to Hrys (that is replace G0 by G and H0 by H).
What we know about ρ is that ρ|Gy,0 contains the pullback of a cuspidal representation σ of
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Gy,0:0` [MP96, Theorem 6.8], where Gy,0:0` “ Gypfq. However, we need more information to
compute its dimension and isolate one of the components of ρH “ ρ|Hrys to compute m.
For this reason, we restrict our attention to when ρ induces to a regular depth-zero
supercuspidal representation in the sense of [Kal19, Definition 3.4.19], meaning that ρ|Gy,0
contains a Deligne-Lusztig cuspidal representation ˘RS,θ satisfying an additional regularity
condition. In the Appendix, we provide some calculations related to Deligne-Lusztig virtual
characters which complement the results of this section. The regular depth-zero supercuspidal
representations are a very important class. Indeed, Kaletha points out that most depth-zero
supercuspidal representations are regular (paragraph following [Kal19, Definition 3.7.3]).
The regular depth-zero supercuspidal representations of G are constructed from pairs
pS, θq [Kal19, Proposition 3.4.27], where S is a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus
of G in the sense of [Kal19, Definition 3.4.2] and θ is a regular depth-zero character of
S, meaning that INGpSqpF qpθ|S0q “ S [Kal19, Definition 3.4.16]. Kaletha’s construction is
summarized as follows and illustrated in Figure 5.
Given a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus S of G, one can associate a
vertex rys of BredpG, F q [Kal19, Lemma 3.4.3], which is the unique GalpF un{F q-fixed point of
AredpG, S, F unq. Then, by [Kal19, Lemma 3.4.4], there exists an elliptic maximal f-torus S of
Gy such that for every unramified extension F 1 of F , the image of SpF 1q0 in GpF 1qy,0:0` is equal
to Spf1q. Furthermore, every elliptic maximal f-torus of Gy arises this way. By definition of
regularity, the character θ|S0 factors through to a character θ of Spfq such that its stabilizer
in NGpSqpF q{S is trivial. This character θ, also referred to as regular, is then in general
position [Kal19, Fact 3.4.18], meaning that ˘RS,θ is a Deligne-Lusztig cuspidal representation
of Gypfq “ Gy,0:0` [DL76, Theorem 8.3]. Note that the sign ˘ refers to p´1qrfpGyq´rfpSq, where
rfpGyq and rfpSq denote the f-split ranks of Gy and S, respectively.
Let κpS,θq denote the pullback of ˘RS,θ to Gy,0. One can extend κpS,θq to an irreducible
representation (acting on the same vector space) κpS,θq of SGy,0, which is a normal subgroup
of Grys. An explicit extension is provided in [Kal19, Section 3.4.4], but for our purposes
it suffices for us to know such an extension exists. The regularity of θ implies that
IGryspκpS,θqq “ SGy,0 [Kal19, Lemma 3.4.20] so that ρ
..“ c-Ind
Grys
SGy,0
κpS,θq is irreducible, and
therefore πpS,θq ..“ c-Ind
G
Grys
ρ is supercuspidal of depth zero as per [MP96, Theorem 6.8] and
is regular by construction.
Because this construction exhausts all regular depth-zero supercuspidal representations
[Kal19, Proposition 3.4.27], when ρ induces to such a representation, we can assume without
loss of generality that ρ “ c-Ind
Grys
SGy,0
κpS,θq for some maximally unramified elliptic maximal
F -torus S of G and regular depth-zero character θ of S.
`
ρ,Grys
˘
`
˘RS,θ,Gypfq
˘ ´
κpS,θq, Gy,0
¯ `
κpS,θq, SGy,0
˘ `
πpS,θq, G
˘pullback extend induceinduce induce
Figure 5: Summary of Kaletha’s construction for regular depth-zero supercuspidal
representations of G.
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Now, we proceed in steps to restrict ρ to Hrys. We let Hy denote the reductive quotient
of H at y. Recall that Lemma 2.6 allows us to view Hy as a subgroup of Gy that contains
rGy,Gys.
Lemma 7.1. Let S be a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus of G with associated
vertex rys in BredpG, F q, and let S be its corresponding elliptic maximal f-torus of Gy. Set
SH “ SXH. Then SH is a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus of H with associated
vertex rys in BredpH, F q. Furthermore, letting SH denote its corresponding elliptic maximal
f-torus of Hy, we have that SH “ S XHy.
Proof. That SH is a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus is a consequence
of Theorem 2.2. Furthermore, as G and H have the same derived subgroup,
BredpG, F q “ BredpH, F q and AredpG, S, F unq “ AredpH, SH, F unq. It follows that rys is the
unique GalpF un{F q-fixed point of AredpH, SH, F unq and is therefore the vertex associated to
SH.
By definition, we have that Spfq “ pSpF unq0GpF unqy,0`q {GpF unqy,0` and
SHpfq “ pSHpF
unq0HpF
unqy,0`q {HpF
unqy,0` . Let ι : Hypfq Ñ HpF unqy,0GpF unqy,0`{GpF unqy,0`
be the isomorphism given by the second isomorphism theorem. When we write pS XHyqpfq,
we actually mean
ι´1
`
Spfq XHpF unqy,0GpF
unqy,0`{GpF
unqy,0`
˘
,
which is an elliptic maximal f-torus of Hypfq. Since SHpF unq0 is contained in both SpF unq0
and HpF unqy,0, SHpfq Ă pS XHyqpfq. The maximality of both tori implies that the inclusion
is an equality.
Proposition 7.2. Let S be a maximally unramified elliptic maximal F -torus of G associated
to the vertex rys and let S be its corresponding elliptic maximal f-torus of Gy. Denote by SH
the elliptic maximal f-torus of Hy corresponding to the maximally unramified elliptic maximal
F -torus SH “ SXH of H. Let θ be a regular character of Spfq and assume that θH “ θ|SHpfq
is also regular. Then
κpS,θq|Hy,0 “ κpSH,θHq,
where κpS,θq and κpSH,θHq denote the pullbacks of ˘RS,θ and ˘RSH,θH to Gy,0 and Hy,0,
respectively. That is, we have the diagram illustrated in Figure 6.
`
˘RS,θ,Gypfq
˘ `
˘RSH,θH ,Hypfq
˘
´
κpS,θq, Gy,0
¯ ´
κpSH,θHq
, Hy,0
¯pullbackrestrict
pullback
Figure 6: Diagram summarizing the restriction of κpS,θq to Hy,0 as per Proposition 7.2.
Proof. For all h P Hy,0, we have
κpS,θqphq “ ˘RS,θphGy,0`q “ ˘RS,θ|HypfqphGy,0`q.
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Since rGy,Gys Ă Hy (Lemma 2.6), it follows from Theorem A.4 that RS,θ|Hypfq “ RSXHy,θHy ,
where θHy denotes the restriction of θ to pS XHyq pfq. Furthermore, one can show
using [BT65, Proposition 4.27] that rfpGyq ´ rfpSq “ rfpHyq “ rfpS X Hyq so that
˘RS,θ|Hypfq “ ˘RSXHy,θHy . Using Proposition 7.1 and Theorem A.3, we conclude that
κpS,θqphq “ ˘RSH,θHphHy,0`q “ κpSH,θHqphq.
Remark 7.3. There is no guarantee for θH to be regular when θ is regular. However,
under the hypothesis that θH is also regular, we know that ˘RSH,θH is cuspidal and that
the normalizer in Hrys of an extension to SHHy,0 of κpSH,θHq is equal to SHHy,0.
We note the following relationship between the groups SGy,0 and SHHy,0.
Lemma 7.4. Let S be an elliptic maximally unramified F -torus of G with associated
vertex rys and let H be a closed connected F -subgroup of G that contains Gder. Then
SGy,0 XH “ SHHy,0, where SH “ S XH.
Proof. It is clear that SHHy,0 Ă SGy,0 XH .
For the converse, take h P SGy,0 XH . Then h “ sg for some s P S, g P Gy,0. We claim
that Gy,0 “ S0Hy,0Gy,0` . Indeed, let S be the elliptic maximal f-torus of Gy associated to
S. Because Hy contains rGy,Gys (Lemma 2.6), we have Gy “ SHy . As a consequence of the
Lang-Steinberg Theorem, it follows that Gypfq “ SpfqHypfq, or equivalently
Gy,0{Gy,0` “ S0Gy,0`{Gy,0` ¨Hy,0Gy,0`{Gy,0` .
Therefore, Gy,0 “ S0Hy,0Gy,0` as claimed.
This means that we can rewrite g “ s1h1g1 for some s1 P S0, h1 P Hy,0, g1 P Gy,0` so that
h “ ss1h1g1. Furthermore, [DR09, Lemma B.7.2] allows us to write Gy,0` “ ZGy,0` where
Z “ ZpGq˝pF q Ă S and G “ GderpF q Ă H . This means that we can write g1 “ zg for some
z P Z Ă S, g P Gy,0` Ă Hy,0` , meaning that
h “ ss1h1zg “ ss1zh1g.
But ss1z “ hph1gq´1 P S X H “ SH and h1g P Hy,0. Thus h P SHHy,0 which concludes the
proof.
What we have pointed out in Remark 7.3 motivates us to impose the additional condition
that θH be regular in the following theorem. Note that this character θH canbe obtained by
factoring the character θ|SH of SH .
Proposition 7.5. Let S be an elliptic maximally unramified F -torus of G with associated
vertex rys. Let θ be a regular depth-zero character of S and set ρ “ c-Ind
Grys
SGy,0
κpS,θq. Let
H be a closed connected F -subgroup of G that contains Gder and set SH “ S X H. Assume
that θ|SH is also regular. Then ρ
1 “ c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
is a component of ρH “ ρ|Hrys.
Furthermore, the multiplicity of ρ1 in ρH is equal to m “ rIGryspρ
1q : HrysSGy,0s.
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Proof. The Mackey Decomposition allows us to compute the restriction of ρ to Hrys as follows:
ρ|Hrys “ Res
Grys
Hrys
c-Ind
Grys
SGy,0
κpS,θq
“ ‘
cPC
c-Ind
Hrys
HrysXcpSGy,0q
Res
cpSGy,0q
HrysXcpSGy,0q
c
κpS,θq,
where C is a set of coset representatives of HryszGrys{SGy,0. In particular, because
SGy,0 X Hrys “ SGy,0 X H “ SHHy,0 (Lemma 7.4), we see that c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
is a subrepresentation of ρH . By Proposition 7.2, we see that κpS,θq|SHHy,0 is an extension
to SHHy,0 of κpSH,θHq. By hypothesis, we have assumed that θ|SH (and therefore θH) is
regular, meaning that the normalizer in Hrys of κpS,θq|SHHy,0 is equal to SHHy,0 as discussed
in Remark 7.3. Therefore, ρ1 “ c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
is irreducible, meaning that ρ1 is a
component of ρH .
Now, for the multiplicity, we know from Proposition 6.6 that the multiplicity of ρ1 in ρH
is given by
m “
dimpρq
rGrys : IGryspρ
1qs dimpρ1q
,
where IGryspρ
1q is the normalizer in Grys of ρ1. We observe that
dimpρq “ rGrys : SGy,0s dimpκpS,θqq and dimpρ1q “ rHrys : SHHy,0s dimpκpS,θqq, which
implies that
m “
rGrys : SGy,0s
rGrys : IGryspρ
1qsrHrys : SHHy,0s
.
But rHrys : SHHy,0s “ rHrysSGy,0 : SGy,0s as SHHy,0 “ SGy,0 XHrys (Lemma 7.4), implying
that Hrys{SHHy,0 » HrysSGy,0{SGy,0 by the second isomorphism theorem. Therefore,
m “
rGrys : SGy,0s
rGrys : IGryspρ
1qsrHrysSGy,0 : SGy,0s
,
which simplifies to m “ rIGryspρ
1q : HrysSGy,0s as HrysSGy,0 Ă IGryspρ
1q Ă Grys.
Without the hypothesis that θ|SH is also regular in the previous proposition, one
would need to decompose c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
in order to find a component ρ1 of ρH .
Furthermore, this decomposition could potentially lead to additional multiplicity in ρH .
If ρ satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 7.5 and that IGryspρ
1q “ HrysSGy,0, then the
restriction ρH will be multiplicity free. For this to happen, we need to impose a slightly
stronger condition on the character θ. Following the language of [AM19], we have the
following definition.2
Definition 7.6. Let θ1 be a character of SH . We say that θ
1 is regular in G if
INGpSqpF qpθ
1|pSH q0q “ S.
It is easy to verify that if θ1 is a character of SH which is regular in G, then it is a regular
in the sense of [Kal19, Definition 3.4.16].
2The version of the pre-print [AM19] cited here contains a typo in its Definition 5.2, which was confirmed
by one of the authors through a private correspondence.
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Corollary 7.7. Let S,H, SH, θ, ρ and ρ
1 be as in Proposition 7.5. Assume furthermore that
θ|SH is regular in G. Then the restriction ρH “ ρ|Hrys is multiplicity free.
Proof. By the previous proposition, it suffices to show that IGryspρ
1q Ă HrysSGy,0 to obtain
equality between the two sets.
Let g P IGryspρ
1q. Then g c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
» c-Ind
Hrys
SHHy,0
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
. From the
Mackey Decomposition, it follows that g
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
» h
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
for some h P Hrys,
or equivalently h
´1g
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
»
`
κpS,θq|SHHy,0
˘
. Using Kaletha’s argument in [Kal19,
Lemma 3.4.20], there exists g1 P Hy,0 such that g1h´1g P NGpSHqpF q “ NGpSqpF q and
g1h´1g
`
θ|pSH q0
˘
“ θ|pSH q0 . Equivalently, g
1h´1g P INGpSqpF q
`
θ|pSH q0
˘
. Therefore, g1h´1g P S
and g P HrysSGy,0.
Using Theorem 6.1, we restate the previous result in terms of the regular supercuspidal
representation. The statement we provide below was also proved by Adler and Mishra in a
recent preprint [AM19, Theorem 5.3]. While their proof is very concise, our method provides
a more explicit description of the restriction.
Corollary 7.8. Let πpS,θq be a regular depth-zero supercuspidal representation of G, where S
is an elliptic maximally unramified F -torus and θ is a regular depth-zero character of S. Let
H be a closed connected F -subgroup of G that contains Gder and set SH “ S X H. Assume
furthermore that θ|SH is regular in G. Then πpS,θq|H is multiplicity free.
Finally, using Corollary 6.4, this allows us to write a statement for a multiplicity free
restriction of an arbitrary irreducible supercuspidal representation.
Corollary 7.9. Let Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq be a G-datum. Assume that π´1 “ c-IndG
0
G0
rys
ρ is a
regular depth-zero supercuspidal representation that satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 7.8
when setting G “ G0 and H “ H0. Then πGpΨq|H is multiplicity free.
8 A Restriction of Types for Non-Supercuspidal
Representations
So far, we have focused on restricting the irreducible supercuspidal representations G, but
this is only a fraction of the irreducible representations of G. The task of studying the
irreducible representations of G which are not supercuspidal is a whole different problem.
Unlike the supercuspidal representations, irreducible non-supercuspidal representations are
not all obtained by compact induction from an open compact-mod-center subgroup. Rather,
one can turn to the theory of types to obtain information, which applies to all representations
of G.
The theory of types was introduced by Bushnell and Kutzko in [BK98]. This theory
allows to describe representations of G in terms of representations of certain compact open
subgroups. To define what a type is, one needs the Bernstein decomposition [Ber84] for the
category RpGq of smooth complex representations of G. This decomposition allows to write
RpGq as a direct product of subcategories over some index set B
RpGq “
ź
sPB
RspGq.
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Elements of B correspond to inertial equivalence classes of pairs pM,σq, where M is a Levi
subgroup (of a parabolic subgroup) of G and σ is an irreducible supercuspidal representation
of M . The subcategories RspGq, s P B, are called Berstein blocks. Types give an explicit
description of each Berstein block as per the following definition.
Definition 8.1. Let s P B, J be a compact open subgroup of G and λ be a smooth
irreducible representation of J . We say that pJ, λq is an s-type if for every smooth irreducible
representation π of G, we have that π P RspGq if and only if π|J contains λ.
We say that an irreducible smooth representation π of G contains a type if there exists an
s-type pJ, λq for some s P B such that π|J contains λ.
Thus, we can obtain a description of RpGq entirely in terms of representations of compact
open groups via the construction of an s-type for each s P B.
Kim and Yu provided a construction for types, which we shall refer to as Kim-Yu types,
that is completely analogous to the J.K. Yu construction in [KY17]. Furthermore, they
showed that every smooth irreducible representation of G contains such a type when p is
large enough [KY17, Theorem 9.1]. Fintzen refined this exhaustion condition to when p does
not divide |W | [Fin18, Theorem 7.12]. This exhaustion justifies the importance of studying
Kim-Yu types.
To construct a type, one starts from a 5-tuple, which we will refer to as a type-datum.
This type-datum is a modified version of a G-datum and is defined as follows [KY17, Section
7.2].
Definition 8.2. A sequence Σ “ pp~G,M0q, py, tIuq, ~r, pM0y , ρ˜q,
~φq is a type-datum for G if
and only if:
TD1) ~G is a tamely ramified twisted Levi sequence ~G “ pG0, . . . ,Gdq in G, and M0 is a Levi
subgroup of G0;
TD2) y is a point in BpM0, F q and tIu is a commutative diagram of embeddings of
buildings which is ~s-generic relative to y in the sense of [KY17, Section 3], where
~s “ p0, r0{2, . . . , rd{2q;
TD3) ~r “ pr0, . . . , rdq is a sequence of real numbers satisfying 0 ă r0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rd´1 ď rd if
d ą 0, 0 ď r0 if d “ 0;
TD4) M0y,0 is a maximal parahoric subgroup of M
0, and ρ˜ is an irreducible smooth
representation of M0y such that ρ˜|M0y,0 contains a cuspidal representation of M
0
y,0:0`;
TD5) ~φ “ pφ0, . . . , φdq is a sequence of quasicharacters, where φi is a Gi`1-generic character
of Gi of depth ri relative to x for all x P BpG
i, F q, 0 ď i ď d ´ 1. If rd´1 ă rd, we
assume φd is of depth rd, otherwise φ
d “ 1.
It is clear from the definition of type-datum that we can adapt the statement of
Theorem 4.1 to obtain a restriction of type-datum as follows.
Theorem 8.3. Let Σ “ pp~G,M0q, py, tIuq, ~r, pM0y , ρ˜q,
~φq be a type-datum for G. Let
M0H “M
0 XH, Hi “ Gi X H and φiH “ φ
i|Hi for all 0 ď i ď d. Let r˜ denote the depth
of φdH .
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1) If r˜ ą rd´1, set ~φH “ pφ
0
H, . . . , φ
d´1
H , φ
d
Hq and ~˜r “ pr0, . . . , rd´1, r˜q.
2) If r˜ ď rd´1, set ~φH “ pφ
0
H, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φ
d´1
H φ
d
H , 1q and ~˜r “ pr0, . . . , rd´1q.
Then, for all irreducible subrepresentation ρ˜ℓ of ρ˜|pM0H qy ,
Σℓ “ pp~H,M
0
Hq, py, tIuq, ~˜r, ppM
0
Hqy, ρ˜ℓq,
~φHq is a type-datum for H, where ~H “ pH
0, . . . ,Hdq.
Proof. The same arguments that we used for Theorem 4.1 can be used to prove axioms TD1)
and TD3)-TD5) for a type-datum for H .
For TD2), we can assume without loss of generality that y belongs to BpM0H , F q as per
Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.4. Furthermore, the natural embedding BpHi, F q ãÑ BpGi, F q from
Remark 2.4 means that tIu induces a commutative diagram of embeddings on ~H and M0H
which is ~s-generic in the sense of [KY17, Section 3].
Given a type-datum Σ, let Jp~G,M0q “ M
0
yG
1
y,s0
¨ ¨ ¨Gdy,sd´1, which is an open compact
subgroup of G. A process completely analogous to the construction of κGpΨq, Ψ a G-datum
(Figure 1), results in an irreducible representation λGpΣq of Jp~G,M0q. The pair pJp~G,M0q, λGpΣqq
is an s-type for some s P B [KY17, Theorem 7.5]. As mentioned before, we call such a type
a Kim-Yu type. Furthermore, we can adapt the proofs of Theorem 5.5, Proposition 5.6 and
Theorem 5.7, which allowed us to compute κGpΨq|KdH , and obtain the following.
Theorem 8.4. Let Σ “ pp~G,M0q, py, tIuq, ~r, pM0y , ρq,
~φq be a type-datum for G. Assume
that the decomposition into components of ρ|pM0H qy is given by ρ|pM0H qy “ ‘ℓPL
ρℓ for some
index set L. For each ℓ P L, let Σℓ be the type-datum for H as per Theorem 8.3,
Jp~H,M0
H
q “ pM
0
HqyH
1
y,s0
¨ ¨ ¨Hdy,sd´1 and λHpΣℓq be the irreducible representation of Jp~H,M0Hq
constructed from Σℓ. Then
λGpΣq|J
p~H,M0
H
q
“ ‘
ℓPL
λHpΣℓq.
Note that we can also define an extension of types to go from a type-datum for H to
type-data for G as per Theorem 4.10.
Remark 8.5. Given a G-datum Ψ “ p~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φq, one can set Σ “ pp~G,G0q, y, ~r, pG0y, ρ˜q,
~φq,
where ρ˜ is a component of ρ|G0y to construct a Kim-Yu type pJp~G,G0q, λGpΣqq. Furthermore,
Jp~G,G0q is the maximal compact subgroup of K
d and λGpΣq is an irreducible subrepresentation
of κGpΨq|J
p~G,G0q
Corollary 8.6. Let π be an irreducible representation of G and let pJΣ, λGpΣqq be a Kim-Yu
type contained in π. Let tΣℓ, ℓ P Lu be the type-data for H obtained from Σ as per
Theorem 8.3. Then, for all ℓ P L, pJp~H,M0
H
q, λHpΣℓqq is a Kim-Yu type which is contained
in a component of π|H .
In the case where π “ πGpΨq is a supercuspidal representation of G, elements of RespΨq
did not exhaust the H-data for the components of π|H (Theorem 5.8). Therefore, for an
arbitrary irreducible representation π of G, we cannot expect the restriction of types defined
above to yield a type for each component of π|H . Furthermore, at this stage, we do not know
whether we can expect a decomposition formula like that of Theorem 5.8 for an irreducible
representation π which is not supercuspidal, but future work could investigate the direct
implications of the restriction of Kim-Yu types on the decomposition of π|H .
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Appendix: Computations on Deligne-Lusztig Virtual
Characters
Let G denote a reductive group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let
Fr : GÑ G be a Frobenius map (as per [Car93, Section 1.17]) and GFr “ tg P G : Frpgq “ gu.
For our purposes, it suffices to know that the map Fr is a surjective homomorphism for which
GFr is finite. The group GFr is called a finite group of Lie type and Deligne and Lusztig
defined a class of generalized (or virtual) characters for GFr in [DL76].
Remark A.1. If G is a reductive group defined over the finite field f, then Gpfq is a finite
group of Lie type where the Frobenius map corresponds to taking the Galpf { fq-points of G.
Furthermore, there exists a class of finite groups of Lie type which do not correspond to taking
rational points of a reductive group, called the Suzuki and Ree groups [Car93, Section 1.19].
For this reason, we phrase the results of this appendix in terms of the language of finite groups
of Lie type even if we are only interested in f-points of reductive groups in this paper.
Given a maximal torus T of G which is Fr-stable and an irreducible complex character θ
of TFr, we can construct a virtual character RT,θ which maps GFr into C.
The original description of RT,θ provided in [DL76] relies on l-adic cohomology groups
with compact support of a variety X˜, where l is a prime number different from p. These
l-adic cohomology groups are denoted by H icpX˜,Qlq, i ě 0 and are described in [DL76, Car93]
.
To define the variety X˜, we choose a Borel group B that contains T. Note that this
Borel subgroup need not be Fr-stable. We have a Levi decomposition of B, B “ UT, where
U Ă Gder is some unipotent subgroup. Then, we define the variety X˜ as X˜ ..“ L´1G pUq, where
LG is the Lang map of G defined by
LG : GÑ G
g ÞÑ g´1 Frpgq.
Note that the Lang-Steinberg Theorem states that this map is surjective.
The groups GFr and TFr act on X˜ by left multiplication and right multiplication,
respectively [Car93, Section 7.2]. Those actions then induce actions on the cohomology
groups H icpX˜,Qlq. The original formula for the virtual character RT,θ provided in [DL76,
Section 1.20] is based on the action of GFr and is given as follows:
RT,θpgq “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qitracepg,H icpX˜,Qlqθq for all g P G
Fr,
where H icpX˜,Qlqθ is the T
Fr-submodule of H icpX˜,Qlq on which T
Fr acts by the character θ.
For a unipotent element u P GFr, we set
QGT puq “ RT,1puq.
The map QGT from the set of unipotent elements is called a Green function. The Green
function QGT puq is integer-valued [DL76, Section 4]. Furthermore, the formula of the virtual
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character can be expressed in terms of Green functions as follows [DL76, Theorem 4.2]. Given
g P GFr, we let g “ su “ us be its Jordan decomposition. Then
RT,θpgq “
1
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
xPGFr
x´1sxPTFr
θpx´1sxqQ
CGpsq
˝
xTx´1 puq. (1)
Remark A.2. The formula for RT,θ does not depend on the choice of Borel subgroup B
[DL76, Corollary 4.3],[Car93, Proposition 7.3.6].
Isomorphisms and Virtual Characters
There is a second alternative formula for the virtual character that is worth noting. By what
precedes above, for all g P GFr, t P TFr, we can view pg, tq as an automorphism of X˜, defined
by pg, tqx˜ “ gx˜t for all x˜ P X˜. By [Car93, Property 7.1.3], this automorphism induces a
non-singular map of H icpX˜,Qlq into itself. This action allows us to define what we call the
Lefschetz number of pg, tq on X˜,
LGppg, tq, X˜q “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qitraceppg, tq, H icpX˜,Qlqq.
The Lefschetz number is an integer that does not depend on the choice of the prime number
l (l ‰ p) [Car93, Property 7.1.4].
Now, we have that the Frobenius map commutes with pg, tq as maps of X˜. Following
[Car93, Appendix (h)], we then have
LGppg, tq, X˜q “ lim
sÑ8
RGpsq,
where RGpsq is the rational function with power series expansion ´
8ř
n“1
ˇˇˇ
X˜Fr
n ˝pg,tq´1
ˇˇˇ
sn. Here
X˜Fr
n ˝pg,tq´1 denotes the elements of X˜ that are fixed by the map Frn ˝pg, tq´1.
The Lefschetz number provides us with a second alternative formula for RT,θ, one that no
longer depends on the l-adic cohomology subgroups by what precedes. For all g P GFr, this
formula is given by
RT,θpgq “
1
|TFr|
ÿ
tPTFr
θpt´1qLGppg, tq, X˜q, (2)
where LGppg, tq, X˜q is the Lefschetz number of pg, tq on X˜ [Car93, Proposition 7.2.3].
Using this second alternative formula (2), we can establish an invariance under
isomorphisms for the virtual characters as per the following theorem.
Theorem A.3. Let G be a reductive group with Frobenius map Fr and T be a maximal
Fr-stable torus of G. Let f : G Ñ G1 be an isomorphism of algebraic groups. Then, for all
g P GFr we have RT,θpgq “ RT1,θ˝f´1pfpgqq.
Proof. First note that Frf ..“ f ˝ Fr ˝f´1 is a Frobenius map on G1, fpGFrq “ G1
Frf and fpTq
is a maximal Frf -stable maximal torus of G1. Using (2), the formula for RfpTq,θ˝f´1 can be
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expressed in terms of the Lefschetz number on X˜f , where X˜f “ L
´1
G1 pfpUqq and the Lang
map of G1 is expressed in terms of Frf .
One can easily verify from the definitions that X˜f “ fpX˜q and
X˜
Frnf ˝pfpgq,fptqq
´1
f “ fpX˜
Frn ˝pg,tq´1q for all g P GFr, t P TFr. It follows that
|X˜
Frnf ˝pfpgq,fptqq
´1
f | “ |X˜
Frn ˝pg,tq´1 | and therefore LGppg, tq, X˜q “ LG1ppfpgq, fptqq, fpX˜qq
for all g P GFr, t P TFr when using the power series expansion. The conclusion follows.
Restriction of Virtual Characters
Theorem A.4. Let G be a reductive group defined over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p and Fr : G Ñ G be a Frobenius map. Let T be a maximal Fr-stable torus of
G and H be an Fr-stable subgroup of G which is closed, connected and contains Gder. Then
RT,θ|HFr “ RTH,θH, where TH “ TXH and θH “ θ|TFr
H
.
Proof. Let g “ su be the Jordan decomposition of g P HFr. Since the Jordan decomposition
is unique, this must also correspond to the decomposition of g in GFr. Since G “ HT, we have
that GFr{HFr » TFr{TFrH (or G
Fr “ HFrTFr) as a consequence of the Lang-Steinberg Theorem.
Furthermore, since s P HFr and HFr is normal in GFr, requiring x´1sx P TFr is equivalent to
requiring x´1sx P TFrH . Therefore, we can start modifying the formula from equation (1) for
the restricted virtual character as follows:
RT,θ|HFrpgq “
1
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
xPGFr
x´1sxPTFr
θpx´1sxqQ
CGpsq
˝
xTx´1 puq
“
1
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
xPHFrTFr
x´1sxPTFr
H
θHpx
´1sxqQ
CGpsq
˝
xTx´1 puq.
Now, let tt1, . . . , tmu be a set of coset representatives of TFrH zT
Fr » HFrzHFrTFr. Then
HFrTFr “ HFrt1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y H
Frtm. Given x P HFrTFr, we have x “ g¯ti for some 1 ď i ď m,
g¯ P HFr. Note that the right coset notation is necessary to have our elements of HFr expressed
in this particular way to ensure the following simplifications. Since ti P TFr, we have that
xTx´1 “ g¯Tg¯´1 and θpx´1sxq “ θpt´1i g¯
´1sg¯tiq “ θpg¯
´1sg¯q. This allows us to rewrite the
restricted virtual character as follows:
RT,θ|HFrpgq “
1
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
g¯PHFr
1ďiďm
g¯´1sg¯PTFr
H
θHpg¯
´1sg¯qQ
CGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq
“
m
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
g¯PHFr
g¯´1sg¯PTFr
H
θHpg¯
´1sg¯qQ
CGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq.
We have that m “ rTFr : TFrH s, but this is equal to
rpCGpsq
˝qFr : pCHpsq
˝qFrs. Indeed, because s P pgTqFr, pgTqFr Ă pCGpsq˝qFr so
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that TFr{TFrH » G
Fr{HFr “ pCGpsq
˝qFrHFr{HFr » pCGpsq
˝qFr{pCHpsq
˝qFr. It follows that
m
|pCGpsq˝qFr|
“ 1
|pCHpsq˝qFr|
. Therefore,
RT,θ|HFrpgq “
1
|pCHpsq˝qFr|
ÿ
g¯PHFr
g¯´1sg¯PTFr
H
θHpg¯
´1sg¯qQ
CGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq.
It remains to show that QCGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq “ Q
CHpsq
˝
g¯THg¯´1
puq for all g¯ P HFr to complete the proof.
Let ad : CGpsq˝ Ñ CGpsq˝{ZpCGpsq˝q be the projection map of CGpsq˝ into the
adjoint group adpCGpsq˝q “ CGpsq˝{ZpCGpsq˝q. Similarly, we let adH be the projection
map of CHpsq˝ into the adjoint group adHpCHpsq˝q “ CHpsq˝{ZpCHpsq˝q. According to
[DL76, Formula 4.1.1], we have that QCGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq “ Q
adpCGpsq
˝q
adpg¯Tg¯´1q padpuqq and Q
CHpsq
˝
g¯TH g¯´1
puq “
Q
adHpCHpsq
˝q
adHpg¯THg¯´1q
padHpuqq. One can verify that the map that sends cZpCHpsq˝q to cZpCGpsq˝q
for all c P CHpsq˝ defines an isomorphism adHpCHpsq˝q » adpCGpsq˝q. Furthermore, this
isomorphism maps adHpg¯THg¯´1q to g¯THg¯´1ZpCGpsq˝q{ZpCGpsq˝q. Given that G “ ZpGq˝H,
it follows that T “ ZpGq˝TH so that g¯THg¯´1ZpCGpsq˝q{ZpCGpsq˝q “ adpg¯Tg¯´1q. It
then follows from Theorem A.3 that RadHpCHpsq
˝q
adHpg¯THg¯´1q,1
padHpuqq “ R
adpCGpsq
˝q
adpg¯Tg¯´1q,1padpuqq, that is,
Q
adHpCHpsq
˝q
adHpg¯THg¯´1q
padHpuqq “ Q
adpCGpsq
˝q
adpg¯Tg¯´1q padpuqq, and therefore Q
CGpsq
˝
g¯Tg¯´1 puq “ Q
CHpsq
˝
g¯THg¯´1
puq.
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